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SB3Tin%3 OF ITAŒ73 OF ?ÎJ^TI0*13
Aay stvdar ù t the League of Bet lone oosvlnoea one that a Aeeerlption of the
organisât Ion and # o A of one of Its depertsents eouXd he ino<»aplete without at
least a oureory survey of its g m ^ n l ox^enisatlon and major purposes#
Pvohahly no institution has ever been so loudly ooodeaned by some end
praised by others; so grossly maligned by those, M*o without a knowledge of its
power to deal with vide sooial problems, have eonsidered it as merely a politisai
agent; and so highly eulogised by Its friends, who have proolalned it a remedy
for the ills of the marld#
Arthur aweetser says of it,
*##,! am oonvinoed that almost no one friend or foe understands
astually What the league really is# Its friends are t«sQ>ted to
exaggerate it as a panaoea for all ills; its smemiee to misrspre»
sent it as a superstate# It is in fast neither, but on the
oontrary a new link in the ohAin of human relationships smda
imperatively neseaeary by the annihilation of distanoe as a
barrier between states#"*
Brave, Indeed, is the man who in the year 1938, after the ineffestive
handllTtg of the Xthiopian end SinomJapaneee affaire, the withdrawal of Cerwny,
Italy, Japan, end other states from the league, still adheres to his fomer
thesis that the league will permanently endure and make good.

But suoh a man

does not now require results from the league in exaetly the same measure or
manner he ones did, yet still believes it may measure up, to at least eorte
degree, the standard of President Wilson wh«m he said,
"I pray Qod that if this oontest liave no other restilt it m y
at least have the result of oreating am internal tribunal end
producing sc»e sort of joist guarantee of pease on the part of
the nations of the world#"^
1#

Arthur sweetaer. League of Katlons at Work (Hew York, 1980), p, vl in Prefeoe#

8.

iîweeteer, o£# oj^,, p. 12-13 quoted from speech of rresldent CUson at
Des Moines, Iowa, fourteen months before we entered the war.
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2.
At iMst tn. many negotiation* of th# l#agn# ahleh the world mark* down
a* failure*, we oannot truthfully *ay of them what l£r* Sweetaer said of the lack
of negotiation before the World War*
"Th* catastrophe began without a single conference#.* Ho i#eting
ground was available, no obligation for discussion existent."^
Many international crises sincethe end of the World War have called forth
no end of conferences, and just here

is

where the enwmims

of the Leaguewax

eloquent with the complaint that with all the paraphernalia for conference and
convention vdileh the League possesses, with all the conferences and conventions
that have been held to prevent war, the sum total of workable results is of
negligible quantity.
However, upon thorough investigation, do we not find that many of these
judgments are made by the general public or by the press, idxich is influenced
by the public, to print news without adequate knowledge of the facts, fàiidh can
often be supplied only by those Who are acquainted with the technical side of
the question.
Mr. Godfrey Lias also speaks in this vein:
"Broadly speaking the ^ e a of the world are focused in so far
as the League is concerned on the doings of the Council and
Assembly. Not one person in a thousand ever gives a thought
to the human side of the League— to the six hundred forty-six
men and women of different nationalities idto perform their
daily round in the new building in Ariana Park at Geneva and
who prepare the grist which is afterward milled by the poli
ticians, and chewed over by the newspaper reading public all
over the world."*
The great mass of people are shockingly ignorant of the manner in which the
League is organized, and especially of the immense wealth of material which has
been amassed and the huge amount of post war work accomplished by the various
technical sections of the League.

To this group, which is a large per cent of

3*

Sweetser, oji. cit.. p. 8.

4.

Godfrey Lias, "The Human Side of the League," in Christian Science Monitor
Magazine Section. June 23, 1937, p. 6.
'
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9.

%h# «Aol#, th# Lwigu# it tieply tn orgamlzation tor pr#Y#ntiss war, # on# «mit
liuititutioa growing up iik# # nuAroon la a t m v#okt after tit# koria %#r, and
oxp#Qt#d la a f«« duort post war jaars to aboilzh th# 4pre#d, #oonauio dlttrott,
national and Imtarnatloaal «dtandorstandlag, naldlatrlbutloa of retourcas and
rwnltiag poUtloal dittorbanoaa, «rblek bar# not only aoomalatad during th#

ago#, bat b##a groatly #%agG#rat#d by th# graatwt uphmral known to man#
th# Laagu# It lad##d ao orfrani»atlon for prwantlng war; but It hat a taoond
fuftotloa %A1(A 1# far anr# lhmda»antal, on# upon whloh war prorantlon d#p#nat,
and that It th# promotion of Intaraatlonal ooOporatlon bafor# thought of war
la naaaaaazy.^
"In four oaaaa th# laagu# daflnltaly atoppod wart aftor
hoatiXlti## liad bafpm, and It la poaelbl# to a f f l m that without
It# madiatioB many othar dlaputaa might bar# dorolopad Into
dlaaatrout ttrurjlaa#**
"though It# w o A la dealing with W g # poUtloal Itauaa wat not
to nsiforoly auoo«3«ful aa with th# nor# twehnloal and aoelal
aetlritl##, th# Iwagu# muat b# admlttad to bar# juatlfl#d It#
•xlatano#, and la no tens# eaa it b# auld to have failed In it#
great and dlffloult work of toaohlng th# p#opl#a of th# world
to b# rmaonabl# la their daalla^a «flth on# another*"7
It It thlt greater funation of International ooOperatlon vhleh I with to
anlarg# upon In th# following ehaptera, by deaerlblag the or^^oalaatioa end work
of OR# of the teohnlenl dlvlalonn of tti# League of latlona, th# nealth Organlaatloa#
"Dl#i%t#a #p# only hlteh## la th# work of organization, although
they bulk no large In th# eye# of publie opinion, partleularly
Just after th# Great 6#r# Th# eaaentlal meaning of th# Loagtt#
la ahown moat elearly la th# work of th# teehnloel imd humunltnr#
lam orijaalzationa###"8
"AnotheBP trick of the crust lera la to Ignore the offofcooto and
auzlUarlaa of th# League and th# beneficent work they are
9#
(•
7*
0#

Thla oannot b# obtained by blind faith, but mnat b# worked out by a thorough
and teohnloal knowledt# of aoaCltlona la Bu»ry coucirlois*
Poland and U.thimnia,1920| Yuroalavla and Albania, 1921; Qreao# and Bulgaria,
1925% Turkey and irai# ILZA'CG,
recta Abont tA# Loa.-ue of Nntlone.
(Geneva, 18^18) p. 124, 158-3, 114-1W , 164#
"Tho Lea^iu# of Ilntlcna," In Turopa (I, 183?)
(LHOMurd L llla . The O rl;tla. traetn r# and r-orklng o f tlm Learrim o f Hetlona
(London, X92D) p# IIC #
— ——
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4.
quietly doing# Th# Infonaution about these is clearly set
off In this book# Thsss organs are not branches, W t rather
of co&rdlnato rank} th# founders wisely avoided centralizing
them. In their own spheres they sro largely autonooous, and
the higher control Is only of a general kind."9
International thought has not as yet reached a high level of existence.
Just as one individual can only with difficulty see the viewpoint of another
from a different country because of different standards of living and traditions,
so It Is with whole countries made up of these individuals.^
It is because of mi sunderstanding, not vielousnsss, that war exists and for
the same reason misconceptions of the League exist.

These misconceptions can be

abolished only by a thorough knowledge of the health, standards of living,
economic and financial status of a people, and a resulting Improvmoent in these
oonditions, a knowledge which is gained by a trained group of workers in special
fields who 'ire constantly studying these special conditions.
The League is almost entirely dependent for success upon the sum total of
the public opinion of its states members.

The public opinion of each state is

hl^ily colored by its status economically and physically which determines its
commercial and political rank m&ong the nations of the world.
This public opinion of the states members of the League must be brought
together and throu^ clarification of controversial points in conference be
made into a joint policy of all countries ooncemed.
Ko« to obtain clarification in conference there must be some basis before
hand, and as the League cannot take sides, there must be some basic means of
establishing mutual action between countries besides the conference method#
Again we cite the studies made by the technical organizations which act as a
9#

Sir Frederick Pollock, A Defbnse of the League of Nat ions .Vol. 154, No. 4008,
(London, 1922) p. 202.

10. League of Nations, Secretariat, Ten Years of >vorld Cooperation
p. 399.
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(London, 1930}

olearing houe*

fona a fwindatioa for lutsrnfitioiial uadorertanding bafora a

gathering is made around the ooufereuce

table to

prevent war.

"Certain it la that if we oanonce get the nations of the world
Into the habit of eoCperating
with one
another# we will have
etruck a great blow at the source or origin of almostall the
world wars whloli have defaced the history of the world.
"Seience and economica must pzwcede political cooperation in
intentâtlonal affaire, hew methods for the éradication or
control of disease.••••Then cornea economics with industry and
finance^ Science has already brought the nations of the world
together through the development of conreunieetion end a prop;repi
of economic integration# world-wide in its scope is under way"12
Probably the greatest obstacle idiich the League has to overcome, is that
many people watch every movement of the League during a strained moment in
international relations, but fall to watch even casually the day to day methods
by which good will end oo6peration are built up.
"The purpose of the League is so profound tliat it generates
violent emoti<mal feeliuf^s, both favorable and unfavorable#
which render a cool, soientlfio analysis of its actual
day-to-day difficulties most difficult,"
It is this day to day working of technical oi%anlzation@ of the League
Which the following chapters will describe.
This seeming desire for the dramatic in international news# which often
leads to misunderstanding of fundamental causes is not a little the fault of the
interpretation of facts by the press in various countries# but in so doing it
often expresses the choice of the people.
Nevertheless, in spite of the foregoing statements# judgments need not be
InaccuTAte concerning League negotiations if one so desires, as all or practical^
all# of the operations of the League are carried on in the open.
The Assembly and its Six Commissions always meet publicly# the Council
11, Lord Robert Cecil, PMreea Before Paris Peace Conference. Fub, by League to
Siforca Peace. (London# I&20)' p. 21,
12, Robert Swain, Proceedings of Institute of World Affairs. Vol. 10, p. 225.
13, Arthur Sweetser, «hat the League ^ Nations Has Accomplished (New York,1923)
p. 3,
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6.
ugw&lly a@#e, «Bd «il xhê KAetlngo «▼•« of « f w ooœlwdona,

sooh cui th#

Handato CoioalMlcm, har# th#lr report# «bA nlnat## publiehed*^^
th# l#«sw# h&# don# «Torything poaeltl# to «id th# pr#sa la bring ing to
th# publie th# work of tb# entire orguniaatioa to th# extent that in 1930
eorrespondonta from on# thousand memepeper# and periodical# f r m fifty different
«^untrie# had b##a able to lletftn to the open meeting ù t the league sine# it#
orlfjtnc

Reside# thi#, report# of eoopj.selon#, government cbsarrations, and

a#s<mbli»# are distributed to tlwt; and ohalmea of League meting# often
IS
meet ropresentatlr## of the pres# to explain and answer questions#'^
yot until recently ha# tîM League done more than give to the public plain
fact# through open meetings and official reeords*
At present the League le doing more to place it# publication# before an
ever growing interested publie*
"Offices of the Informât ion Oeetlon have been created in
Berlin, Paris, London, Lone, and Tokio as center# for
journalist# and other# and a speelol systsn of liasoa baa
boon orjuBised for Latin Amoriesn eountrlw*. lublioation#
and doouaent# are mailed to appropriate person# and
institutions; all are on sale, and there are Leuiu# agei.t#
in m e t countriest the if^ortaat rsferenoe libraries of the
world receive eoxplcte League documentation; to many who
desire it the official comauai%uc# and press article# are
despatched by mail and aa Overseas Lews shaat in La«^t«h,
yreneh# mad Bponish mainly for newspaper purposes is
distributed monthly and give# speelal attention to subject#
more likely to interest different Muntrie#*"^
Because nmdi of the information is published for an international public
there must be no propaganda and often becadee of it# official nature it is rather

14*

A very large pert of the material which was used for the mritiog of this
article was obtained from the official report# and the minute# of the
Lea^pue and it# technical division#, all available to the public*

16*

League of nation# Secretariat, Ten Years of «orId Coopération.
p. 406*

16*

Ibid. p. 411.
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(London, 1930)

X»
Th#

■till further ke#i# la touoh with publie opinion la m sy

oountrlM by rlmlte of ofAolal# to their own nn4 other eoantrlee*

Thle le

eepeelelly true of the Health Organleatloe, ooatoet being aaeAe throu# a ##11planned eye tea of "Imterohengee," # more detailed aeeount of ahloh will be
given later.
In the foregoing rmerhe eoeeemlng the node of the Lee^e and the
dleeenlnntloa of Infosnttloa about It# pzoeedure» it ha# not bean my porpoaa to
define the polltleel aehleveRente of the league la preventing ear, but elmply
to ehow that the building up of International eo<^ration by the whole League
depend# upon the m m total of the effort# of It# part# or department# In
eoOperutlng with one another toward the ###* end#.
lust a# It has been neeeasary to erplaln tu# purpose# o f the entire league
before explaining those of one of It# parte, so X believe It 1# essontlal to
five at least

a brief summary of the «rgualnation of the League In order to

understand the role whloh the Health Organisation plays In developing Internationa
al coopération.

IT.

The most Interesting publleatlon of the League end b^fhaps the most Inforxm*
tim# 1# the Monthlg aunmary# hash month a olear aooount of the League#*

»ozh 1# desoribed In this parlodleal so nmW» spas# being allotted eaoh of
th# thirteen seetlon# of the League.
This parlodleal, thouggh putllihed by the Lei^e Is not eonsidered
offlelal although a eomparleon with the Offlolal Journal, a reeord of the
Minute#
the various seetlon# show# that the Ifonthly sxxnmxj 1# an
aeeurate publleatlcm and very interesting reading.
This Monthly eurmary also eontains supplements. Assembly Hesolutlcms,
League Oonvwtlons, and agrmcmnts. At tbs end of each year a smmary of
the year*# wortt Is published. This perlodlosl gives on# a good background
before studying the Offlelal 7ournal.
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8.
CHAPTER II
TEE HEALTH ORGANIZATION OF THE LEAOCJI OF NATIONS
1
Th# L#agu# of Nation# I# an a##oeiatlon of aixty atato# with a metabarohip
open to any aelf goraxning oonntry, on the condition that it accepts the regula
tions of the Laagna and is able to obtain consent of ttro-thirds of its members#
It is eoBu>osad oft
(1) An Assembly ahosa dalagatas reprasant their governments, each state
having from one to three delegates, each mlth one vote; meets in Geneva
on the Monday before the tenth of September each y w r in general confer
ence for three to four weeks; votes the budget; admits members; elects
judges of the Permanent Court of International Justice in conjunction
with the Council; and In general outlines the work for the auzlllaiy
g
organizations#
(2) A Council, at present made up of fifteen members, four of which are
permanent and eleven are elected by the Assembly for three years.

Its

member states have only one delegate, usually the foreign minister from
the state#

It meets four times a year#

The work of the Council con

sists in settling disputes, supervising auxiliary organizations end the
3
Secretariat by general resolutions of the Permanent Assembly#
(3) A Secretariat, a body of experts at present under M# Josoph Avenol,
who succeeded Sir Eric Drunmond first Secretary-General#

1#
2,
5.

The members are appointed by the Secretary-Genera 1 with the epproviJ.
Essential Facts About the League ofNations (Geneva# 1938) gives 58,
"The League of Nations," in Europe (I, 1937) p. 3-4#
Ibid, The council and Assembly arethe parte of the League that have the
attention of the world and while, of course, they are very necesaary, yet it
is the Secretariat which carries on the larger share of the work of the Leaguck
Kr# Lias says, "Indeed in the great international civil service, which
lives and moves and has its being in the great new Palace at Geneva there is
being built up a really efficient instrument for the promotion of that
cooperation which the framers of the Covenant presumed is the desire of the
nations of the world#" Godfrey Lias,
clt. p. 5
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y.
of th» Counoll.

Th» SeoretvU'iat Is Bade up of a üaoretary-üanersd, two
4
deputy Secretarles-Ocneral, two under Secretarlee-General, a legal
adTleer, treaaurer, and the following International eectlona* political,
legal, dlaarmament, mlnorltlea, transit, eeonoaio

and financial,

health, Infomatlon, Intellectual cooperation, mandate», social queatlons,
opium traffic,

a number of Individual officers such as the librarian,

and a large clerical staff numbering altogether nearly seven hundred.®
let ufl now turn to a consideration of one of the Technical Sections of the
league, the Health Organization, to see what relation It holds to the main body
of the league of Nations,
Gin Ckmamlttess of the Assembly do a great deal of the work of that body; two
of these are concerned with the Health Organization.

The Second Cozzmittee

recomnends the report of the Health Organization for the year.

This is given by

a rapporteur* who prepares a summary to be given directly to the Assembly,

These

reports are often presented to the plenary session of the Assembly so that the
Organization possesses important relations with the Assembly,

The Fourth Oonnittee

considers the Health budget,^
A closer connection exista between the Organization and the Council as it
approves the resolutions of the Health Committee before they become effective,
A yearly report is also submittei to the Council,
The Health Section of the League Health Organization is an integral part of
the League Secretariat and the Medical Director who is the chairman of this
Section is an officer in the Secretariat,^

4,
9,

yhe Essential Facts About the Leeigue of Nations, lists the four assistants as
one Deputy Secretary General and three DnUer-Seoretarles-General. p. 88,
Europe I, 0£, cits,, p, 4,

4.

Essential yacts About the League of Nations (Geneva, 1938) p, 76,

7.

F, G, . Boudreau, *Tnternational Health*, in American Journal of Public Health
(XIX, 1929) p, 866-868.

8,

Ibid,
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10.
V#ry oftAft $h# Orgamlzmtlorn «ork« jointly «1th v&rloo# oocmlaalon# aud&
M

th# KmnA*t##, Opina, and Tranalt Conniaalom#.*
%t oan readily h# moan that th# loa^a Baalth Orgamlaatloa la not an entity

by Itaolf, hat Rain# aueh benefit from It# plaee In the League Organisation aa
a «hole.^
Origin and Organisation of leaffoe Health Or*p»nlnation
mlghtleat danger to all bmutnity alnee the delnga,* la the highly
aenaatlonal daaorlption Klven to the after*«ar eeourgea now aweaplng
over eaatom üorope and Aala ahleh the Leagne of Satlona haa been called
upon to Mideairor to check* And the daaorlption oo%*a, not from a
aenaatlonaliat, not from a person oearbalaneed by aye^athy or panic, hut
from a hard«dioaded, unaeaaatiooal j^ow Yoxtt hanker* head of the Aaarioan
Red CroBs* Cbatmea of the International Congreaa of the league of Red
Croaa
Socletlee Which met la Oenrra In Haroh, 1020, la Aort, Henry F.
Darideon.
t£r. bttvidami dooa not conceal his alarm over the world over a year and
a half after the amlatloe. The league of Sad Croaa Socletlea, ha aaya
la doing everything la Ita power, but tit la Impoealble to check thla
danger by private meana. It la a matter to be hmdled by govemnenta.
They handled the war and thla la worae than the war.*
*90 again the league la appealed to for a form of International eodpera*
tion quite different from the political work ao exclusively aaaoclated
with It, yet probably far more vital and hopeful**^
*Vr. Balfour, at the time fresident of the Council of the League of
Batlona, aunmarlsed the world*# plight thua In a letter to Mr. Davidaoni
*The ravagea Inflicted by dlaeaae upon the war-worn and underfed popular
tiona of Central hurope, to aay nothing of the regiona further eaat,
have reached appalling pro%)ortlona. Man, women, and children are
dying by the thouaanda, and over vast and civlllaed areas there are
neither medical appllaneea aor medical skill sufficient to cope « 1 ^
the horror# by which we are faced... for dealing with a calamity which
following hard on war, aeema almost worse than the war Itself***^
,

Those close to the after war aeenaa realised that this condition was not

the problem of one nation, nor even of those wlu> took pert In the war, but that
9.

The Health Committee has wo%ted jointly with the International Labor Office
In the atu^ of anthrax and other diseases of Industrial L portance; the
Opitrs Commission la Inquiry Into quantities of opium needed for scientific
consumption; the Transit CoEmlttee in establishing ml nim m standards for
Health Admilustration of «atarways. Information Section Lca;/uc of Rations,
The Health Organisation of the Icarme of Rations. (Qeneva, 1923) p. 36-38.
10. y. 0. Boudreau, w . cite., p, 868; dee Appendix p. 12-16 for further Informa
tion concerning League.
11# Arthur 3w@etser, "International Heal A Organisation", in Lengaie of Rations
at Hork (atatw York, 1920}, pp. 163-163.
12* Sweetser, og. cit., p. 164.
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11.
th# «hoIs world could easily be affected by the ravages of these diseases
which knew no boundaries racial or political.
for the same reasons the organizers of the League of Nations gave recognition
to the Red Cross only, among the many organizations that sought mention in the
Covenant.
At the first business meeting of the Council of the League of Nations in
1920 the Health Organization was discussed.

At this time the Brazilian represen

tative N., da Cunlm was given persdssion to develop plans. He believed that
health above all else should be an international question and that any "national
organization however perfect to be insufficient," withoutan effective under
standing between the nations.
He believed there should be an international permanent organization following
scientific research along public health lines, not an entirely independent organi
zation, but one intended to eupplement such existing health organizations as tide
Red Gross Society, and the International Bureau of Public Health, sponsoring
international conferences of medical experts and carrying a well planned system
of propaganda toward developing public opinion in the ri^ht direction.

13

The feeling of the Council toward U. da Gunhas opinion was reflected in its
unanimous approval of his statements, end plans for a conference for forming
such an organization were made.^^
But because of the dire need for action in Poland, due to the typhus
situation, the Health Bureau was forced into being, without organization.

13,

Arthur Sweetser. League of Nations at %ork (New York, 1920) pp. 167-168}
I quote extensively Proml’. da* Cunha because the actual work of the
Health Organization has followed so closely the lines of his suggestion.

14.

This organization has its foundation in three other international health
organizations and conferences, the International Sanitary Convention of
1631 called by Napoleon III to combat yellow fever &nd cholera, a sanitary
conference held by Ihrkey and Egypt in 1866, and the permanent International
health body formed at Rome in ISO? called the Office international d^Hyglene
hublicue. Clyde Eagleton, International Administration. (New York. 1932).
p. 258.
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IS.

V tM la 1980 aa Xpidiala Coœisaloa^ aa# #e% up by tb# lamga# of Ztatioa#
for th# puxpoa# of fcalplag th# @OTw%m#nt of Poland to oar# for th# opldeal##
of typhua.

food, olothlng, hospital and nadioal supplias war# provldsd.

tatar It haeam# aaoesaary to old Ruasla sad other Baltl# Statos la th#
s«as mqr, do# to the great aociher of refugees, «ho after the Russo-BoUsh war
•ought safety la Poland and the Boltls States.^^
Dr# Nonaaa White, head of th# Spideaiologloal eerie la Russia,

beeaus# of

the aeeeaslty for qulek aetloa du# to dangerous soadltloas of oholera la Russia,
asked that this needed CocsbIs s Io b h# peruaaeatly oonasoted elth th# peraaaeat
Health CoHHlttee of th# Leagu# eo that rapid traasalssloa of epldetalologleal
iafonastloa and oollsetloa of statistics mldkt he had for the heasflt of th#
greater awWber.^^
Hy 1924 the great eerie of this Comal saloa eas eonpleted la Poland, but as
the Asseebly had already voted 50,000 fraites on the regular budget of th#
Health Ootmlttee for this eork It asked the Epldeale Commisslou to eoatlnoe
to oollaborate elth Husslaa health authorities la their eork against typhus,
cholera, and the plague#
In rebruazy, 1921, the Council of the league appointed a Provisional Health
Cocmlttee and this Comltte# held a meeting la Paris Kay 9, 1921#

HI

This Conmltte# later to beooas permanent,%#as to uoric la oommoa with th#
Offlee International d^Hytdene oubli (me. but because each mmnber of this
International health organisation laust giro his consent. It was Impossible to
carry out this scheme beeause the United States objected and a w e oozamlssloa
IS#
Id#

17#
18#

Th# great work of
Comulesioo under Dr. Horaaa Khlt# will be described
at some length la a later cha^jiter#
League of Rations Health ^ t i o n , "Epldeaologleal situation In Eastern and
Central lurppe", la bpldwBdolotdcal latelUgenc# Eullstln 1%. S., (Oeneya,
1982) p. 0.
^onthlr Pmasarr Learme of Rations. (X, 1921), p# 85.
flupplement to Monthly Summary of the League of Katlons, (I, 1921), p. 7#
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bad to bo appointed.
Booauso of thli delay, the first meeting of the FroTlslonal Health
Organization was not opened until August 23, 1921 by the League Seoretariat*
General, Sir Erie Druaaosd, who appointed Dr. Edvrard Eteoigaan as acting Medical
Secretary of this Committee.
Dr. Th. Madsen, Director of the State Institute of Serothernpy, Copehhagen,
was chosen permanent Chairman, because of his great scholarship, and linguistic
ability.
This Provisional Health Comnittee chosen by majority vote of the Council
of the League of Nations, although temporary, wae to carry on the duties of the
Health Organization until a permanent organization was formed,^
This Committee in no way ended the work of the Epidemle Comission
appointed two years before as an emergency commission, and at the first meeting
of the Provisional Health Comlttee, Dr. Ludwig Bajafaman, of the Polish Health
Administration, and Dr. Buchanan, Senior Medical Officer of the British Ministry
of Health, expressed the desire that this Epidemic Commission be made permanent,
its work extended, and its funds enlarged.

£1

This first session revealed the coopérative feeling of other International
health bodies.

The League of Red Cross Societies offered the League of Nations

use of all documents whloh its Medical statistical Bureau had coUeoted and

a transfer of its staff to the League for the purpose of exchanging medical
statistics.

28

19.

Monthly Suntae-ry (I, 1921), p. 24-23; Dr. C. E. A. Winslow, "The Health
Organisation of the League of Nations,* excerpt from Kygela. In ATOrlcag
Review of Reviews. (L3C37, 1926), p. 811.

80.

Minutes of Provisional Health Committee, Offlelal Journal (C. 400, M. 280.1921
XII. Geneva, 1921) p. IS.
Minutes of the Second Session of the Provisional Health Committee, Official
Journal. (0. 471. M. 346. 1921. III-3), p. 22.
Minutes of the First Session of the Provisional Health Committee, Official
Journal, (C. 400. M. 280 1921. HI), p. 15-17.

21#
22.
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Dr. PuUido, President of the Publie Health Council of Spain, expressed
the satisfaction felt by aasy at the collaboration the Health Committee had
established betneen the Office International and Itself without losing the
independence of either.
The wiUingaees to cooperate was expressed by the International Labour
Office In a letter from Its Director to the Provisional Health Committee asking
it to appoint a representative to wo2k w l A the Advisory Committee on Industrial
Health Questions recently set up by the Labour Office.
The (gieetlon of coordinating a league Health Organization and the Office
International d* Hygiene publique was conildsred in the first League Assembly,
but not until 1920 was any decision concerning It ssade.^
In January, 1923 the Council of the League chose a mixed ccsanlttee of
equal numbers from the Provisional Health Committee and Office international
d*Hyfrlene publions to plan a comtitutlon for a Pernanent Health Organisation.
This CocKilttee met In May of the same year end adopted the following plan
favorably considered by the Council, that the Permanent Health Organization
should Include*^
1. General Advisory Health Council. This to be the
permanent Committee of the Office international d*Hyglens

23.
24.

25*

Minutes of the Second Session of the Provisional Health Cwmittee, Official
Journal (0. 471.M.346.1921.111^) p. 5.
The Office international d*Hygiene publique was allowed to ratify the
agreement with the League as proposeâTnêttrly four years before. Dr. 0. S. A.
h'inalow, op. clt<
p. 811.
The Council of the League thanked the Provisional Health Committee in the
following wordst "The Provisional Health Committee has rendered important
services to the League and earned the gratitude of the public health admin
istration of ell countries Including countries idilch are not «ambers of the
League. The fact that several mailers of the Provisional Cœnmlttee will be
■Mtbers of the new Committee Is a source of general satisfaction to us and
Is a guarantee that the tradition of International ooOperatlon in matters
of public health which has already been established will gain in strength
in the future. Minutes of Provisional Health Organization, Annex
(C.10M.7
1X1-10.1921} p. 81.
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publlquo «hioh iras tp renaln lu Paris without any change
whatsoever.
2. A Standing Health Comilttee made up of the President of
the Permanent Comittee of the Offioe International d'Hygiene
publiiue and fifteen other health officers and experts. Nine
of these to be «^pointed individually for three years by the
General Advisory Council in such a way that each state which
is a permanent member of the Council ?f the League would be
represented on the Standing Health Committee. The remaining
six men are appointed by the Council of the League after
consultation with the Standing Comittee for the same period
of years.27
This Standing Health Committee directs the Health work of
the League of Nations. Members do not sit on this Committee
as delegates of their governments. They are simply selected
as health experts in their capacity of individuals, which
explains the presence of mnbers from oountriee whidi do not
adhere to the covenant of the League.
3. A Secretariat made up of the Health Section of the League
Secretariat.28
The first meeting of the Permanent Organization took place in gebruary,
1924 and Dr. Th. Madsen, Head of the Copenhagen Serum Institute was chosen
Chairman.
In the remainder of this chapter the functions and work of the Permanent
Health Organisation will be outlined along broad lines for two reasons, the
complex nature of the organization itself, and the more detailed explanation of
each type of work in following chapters.
26.

27.

28.

This Oonanlssion consists of representatives of 52 governments and supervises
the application of the International Sanitary Convention of 1926, receives
all reports in which opinion should be asked.
The number appointed by the Council has changed from time to time. "Jfombers
of the Health Committee do not sit on that committee as delegates of their
governments; They are selected as health experts la their capacity of
Individuals, which explains the presence of members from countries, which
have not adhered to the Covenant of the League."
Dr. F* 0. Boudreau, "International Health", in American Journal of Public
Health (XK, 1929), p. 866.
Report of Health Committee to Assembly 1923, A.74 III-3; Publications Depart
ment, League of Rations Pictorial Survey (Geneva, 1929), p. 13; Judith
Jackson and Stephen Kiog-Hull, ed. The League Year Book (New Toric, 1933)
p. 71; The Health Section is a part of the League Secretariat, a body of
permanent offieiàls, an international Oivil Service, made up of physicians
of different nationalities, and clerical assistants. Number has varied but
usually about fifteen. Boudreau, Ibid, p. 666.
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X6.
Th# fonetioiui of th# Ooomltt## mro;
1,

To act a# a oonnactlng link het«re#a national health administration#»

2» To adTlsa th# Assembly and Council on all International public
health questions*
3» To "promote the prhteetion of public health by international
cooperation"*'®
Xaeh of the three sections of the League Health Organisation has its
special duties and procedure which are dovelopments of the basis: duties laid
down a# the outset of the organization.

SO

fust as the League leaves many of Its arduous tasks to Its technical sections
so does the Health Organization do most of Its work through the many expert
oonalttees whloh the Standing Committee "has the right to appoint...to consider
any enquiry, roBoarch, or other public health matter,"

ST.

The Icqportant part of the Health Secretariat known as the £pldeialologleal
Intelligence Service created In 1922 with its Far Eastern Bureau at Singapore
will receive treatment In a chapter devoted to this subject, along with other
permanent work of the Health Organization.

29.

30.

51.

Publications Department, Catalog of Puhlieations . (Geneva, 1935) p. 112;
As an offlolal organization It does not concern Itself with the Internal
affairs of the various countries unless they expressly ask It to do so.
Its mission consists therefore, In giving its support to national govern
ments and services responsible for the protection of health and In promoting
their collaboration. Its resources are such as the national governments
and Institutions place at Its disposal.
See Appendix, p. 1, for Duties Procedures of League Health Organization;
also page 2, Appendix, for Reconstitution of Lea ;ue Health Organization In
1936.
Judith Jackson and Stephen Holl-Elng, ed. ££• clt, , p. 74.
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17.
CBÂPnsR ni
BBALTH OOUJfflORmOH WIIH NATXOKM. QOTERmENTS; E3ÂLTB INTESCBARŒS
Althoug^i #11 of the eork of the League Health Organisation, le of aa Inter
national oharaoter, yet there are some phases whloh seem, at least on the surface,
to be more universal than others.
treated In this chapter*

This Is true of two phases of the work

oollahwatlon of the Organisation «dth states In

reorganising their national health degartmente, upon written request from suoh
states; and the Interchange of medical personnel between oountriee and Health
Organisation experts.
The puxpose of the Beallh Organisation is to promote public health by
international ooOperatlon, but It does not eoncern Itself with the Internal
affairs of countries unless they definitely ask It to do eo.^
However, If a country does ask aid. It does not pause to consider whether
the request aooords with the w r k It is doing.^
This particular phase of health work, collaboration with the health
administrations, has been one of continuous growth and early origin within the
organisation Itself.
Probably the first appeal m s made by the Polish Government In 1920 In
response to which the Ipldcmlc Commission, appointed as aa emergency health
Committee of the League, aided the Polish Health AAnlnlstratlon In checking a
wide spread epidemic of typhus idiloh had continued for four years and had become
so widespread that local agencies could no longer cope with the situation.^
In Russia where the epidemic situation was much worse, Dr. Bhnson, Chairman
of the Refugee Committee, alreadÿ^ was at work la Moscow aided by the International
1.

Essential Facts About the L^arae of Nations. (Geneva, 1938) pg. 245,

2.

League of Hatl<ma Secretariat, Ten Years of World Oodperatlon.(London. 1930)
p. 235$
3. Dr. Wlckllffe Rose, "Epidemic Control In Europe and the League," In Review
of Reviews. IX7I (1922), p. 77; League Health Section, Spld«ilo^oglcal
Inteliigenoe Bulletin Ho. 1, (Geneva, 1922) p. 7.
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and Amarioam Red Croaa.

la 1921 a medical officer vaa appointed to aaperrlae

the aaaltary w r k aader Dr. Nanaea*a authority.* Eoeerer la the fall of 1921
refugeea from Raaala had broken throng the aaaltary cordon eatabUahed arouzUl
Ruseia and mere apreading tyidma throufdi the aurronadlag territory, eepeelelly
la Poland and the Baltic Statea.^

k% thla time the Pollah Goremnent realised that some atudy «net be made
of the altuatloa. If the epldeale did mot again get out of hand, and aaked the
league Council for further aid.

It replied by Inviting the Polish GoremBcnt

to call a Conference, idiloh became the famous Warsaw Conference held la March,
1922, attended by all European members of the league, who were Interested la the
epidemic situation in the Rear East besides representatives from Oemany, Russia,
Soviet Ukraine, Turkey and Hungary.®
The decision of this Conference to attack the typhus center la South
Ruseia by preventing migration of refugees, and aiding with hospital supplies and
food was to be carried out by the Epidemic Commission,

la the spring of 1922

thla work was begun by this Comnlssion, acting as the executive section of the
Provisional Health Organization of the league In Eastern Europe, and was
not ccnnpleted until late winter of 1924.^
It Is questionable whether the Inqportance of this woric accompli shed by the
league Health Organization, collaborating with other countries, will ever be

i.

league of Rations Secretariat, A Survey of Three Years Woric (london, 1920*22)
p. 62; Organizers of the leaguelof Rations, The league of Rations Starts.
(london, 1920) p. 169. Ibid. p. 169; Monthly Sumnaiy, II (1922), p. 13.
6. These refugees were the result of the Russo*Pollsh War Mien hundreds of
thousands driven from central Russia and Siberia in 1915 and 1916 by Russian
Armies In retreat returned to Poland and Baltic Countries. Ten Years world
Cooperation,(London, 1930) p. 232.
C. Twenty-seven European countries attended Ten Years World Cooperation (London,
1930), pp. 232*293; Monthly Summary, II (1922), p. 98.
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fully realized,

Thousenda of people laoklug food, clothing, eoap, the barest

necessities, wandered from Russia through Poland and other nearby countries
spreading epidemics of typhus, cholera, and plague.®

Conditions tco terrible ^

for description are stated in the reports of members of the Epidémie Consiission,^
And yet in spite of these dreadful conditions and lack of funds, when Dr, Rajehman. Medical Seoretary, of the Health Organization, returned from a Tisit to
Russia, he said that the scientific researches being carried on there would do
credit to any oountry,
The story of the fight against disease in the Near East is not oong»lete
without a short history of the beginning of the Epidemiological Intelligence
Bureau, throucdx idilch many of these researches were rendered less difficult and
more satisfactory.
This work was begun early in 1922.

Ts.lce a week the ProTisional Health

Organization published reports on sanitary oonditions throughout the world, a
great deal of the space at first being f%i?en over to the opidanic situation
in the East,12
These regular epidemiological reports published in a periodical called
Epidemiological Intelligence^ ' ^ the Health Section of the League Secretariat
gare such information as the number of cases of each kind of disease in Poland,
Russia, Finland, Latvia, Hungary, and others; whether eases were decreasing or
8,

Official Journal. (0.471, M. 346, 1922. HI-3) pp. 1318,

9#

"At Ifosoow where emigrants continue to pour in without interruption 10,000
to 12,000 persons were crowded togethw in one station; hundreds of corpses
were removed eaoh morning," Monthly Summary. II (1922), p. 53,

10. *in White Russia enormous numbers of refugees have sou^t shelter in the
forests along the frontier and are now proceeding toimrd Poland...,. Medical
aid is doing its utmost...but.the hospitals are over flowing; medical
supplies are lacking; and food is insufficient." Ibid. p. 53.
11. Offielol Journal. C. 471. M. 346. 1922.III-3, pp. 13-18.
12 Monthly Suaaary II (1922), p. 31.

.

13. After 53 reports had been published, this grew into the regular Itonthly
Epidemiological Report. Monthly Summary IH, (1923), p. 147.
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Inoreaalng; death rate by disease; and condition of hospital facilities.
The reports of Prof. Terassevitdi, Russian medioal expert, did much to help
the Epidemic Conmlscion to understand the epldemiolofd eal situation in Russia and
were a splendid example of this type of report which has never ceased flowing
from medical experts from various countries up to the present tiiia.^^
The epidemic situation had been equally bad in Greece after the Turkish
Greclen

War.

Dr. Halgh of the League Epidemic Commission wan sent from

Russia to Greece to aid Dr. Nansen.

Here the Oommlsslon in collaboration with

about eighty Greek doctors and health inspectors treated thousands of refugees
for smallpox, cholera, and typhoid.

This work continued till 1924.^

Again in 1928 Greece, knowing full well the value of League Health aid sent
a telegram to the League asking assistance in dealing with an outbreak of dengue,
or break bone fever, a rare tropical disease, which had attacked several thousand
of her population.

Dr. llaoNeneie of the League Hdalth Section was sent to aid

in caring for this serious situation.

16

By 1929 Greece felt the need for an entire reorganisation of her health
system and a third ti/e appealed to the League for collaboration in this work.
A survey was made by a commission of the Health Comnittoa and the Chairman
of the Kalaria Commission, ndxioh later made a set of reoowendutlone to the
Health Committee.

These were accepted by the Greek Government and a very

complete and unified health system was set up there on an entirely new basis,
under the direction of Dr. Norman *hite, League representative, who gave five
17
years of splendid service to this project.
Other requests from governments for collaboration with then in health
matters may not be of such prominence because not brought into being by such
14. Tte International Health Board of the Rockefeller Foundation has placed at
the disposal of the Spedemiologieal Intelligence Bureau $32,840 for a period
of five years. League of Nations. A Survey of Three Tears Mfork. (London.
1920-1922) p. 53.
------ ------------------Dr. Rajehman, Medical Director, of the Health Organization, gave the work
in special research of epidemics to Dr. Tarossevitch of 24osoow because of
the personal studies on epidemics lAich he had made, and his position in the
Health Department of the Soviet Covornment. His Bulletin of Epidemiological
Intelligence No. 2 contains very valuable statistics on epidemics in Russia
since 1914. MontWLy Sxmmrr. II (1922), p. 51-52.
15. Monthly Sunaary. 17(1924), p. 228.
16. Monthly Summary. Till (1928), p. 228.
17. Mjontkly Suamary. IX (1929), p. 340.
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#mepg*nel*# ## thm Polish typhus sltustlon, tbs Grsok rsfu&ss pro^lsrs, or th#
Chlasss qusstio::*

Rsvsrthsl### thsy art of prsat Import an##, sod show that

gorsnaBsats art Inersasingly rssorting to tho loagus Hoalth Organization for
Bsdieal al&.
B#sl4ss tho sollabsratlon with gowomrmntt alrsady dlseussod at so-o longth»
in Its ssTsntssn years of servies the Lsaj;ue Health Organisation has eel labors ted
with tbs Bolivian Govsromsnt in 1929 in reorganising her health servies; the
government of Uruguay in 1927 la a study of systens of health Insuranes and again
in 1931 In regard to infant mortality and methods of serologleal dls<?nosle; the
18
Oseehoslovaklam Oovemment in 1980
in making a health survey; the Chilean
Oovemment la 1932 in making an investigation Into publie nutrition; the
Bulgarian Govemneot in 1931 in stmaplag out eertain infeetlous diseases; the
aotmsaian Government in studying eauses of infant mortality; the Brazilian
Government in the areation of an International leprosy Research Center In
Bio de Janeiro; the Chinese government in 1931 in an entire internal reoonstruc
tion ofthe country; and the Spanish Oovemf»ent

in 1938 and 1937 In making a

study of the general epidemlologleal situation, living eoodltlons of the people,
19
and conditions affecting refugees.
This Inereaslng eollaboratlon led Dr. Tamdsen
to say In the Sixteenth Session of tbs Health Organisât ion In 1930%
"The Health Organisation must develop Its collaboration with
goveraments which ask it for advisory opinions, not only on
the organisation of public health services, but also on the
methods to be employed and the technical schemes to be adopted la
dealing with the manifold admlolstmtlve and médical problens
of publiehealth. Such opinions represent a teohnleal doctrine based
on analytical cosy>arlson of the pooled knowledge and experience of
16. Ibid," II
fwmatioa Section,
w.

<1932], 328; XIII T1&33 ) 228; League of Natl ou s. InEssential Facts About the League of Hat Iona, (Geneva,

u » » l p. *«»! n>i«. XIII (W9S) ». sxai xiii Ueas)
p. 276; llil (Ï933), 858; XTII (1937) p. 89; A special section nt the end
of this chapter Is devoted to tto health reccmstruetlon of China, *^enthly
8, i r a (1957), p. 29.
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l#&a#r# la publie health and medleal researoh, so that th*
advie* tendered by the Coiamlttee may constitute a declaration
of the present state of practice
of knowledge in the
Tarions fields of public health."
Internal Reorganisation of China Under Technical Superrlslon
of League of Nations
The greatest task undertaken by the Health Organization in collaboration
with a national goTernraent for the purpose of reorganizing its national health
21
system was that la China.
Early in 1929 the Chinese Health Ministry Invited the Medical Director of
the Health Section to act with two others on an International Comittee of
three la advising the Chinese Health IQLnlstry along medical lines.

The invitation

was accepted, endorsed by the Council, and approved by the Secretary General
upon consultation with the President of the Health Committee
The Committee as formed was made up of Dr. Ludwig Eajohman, Medical Director
of the Health Section, Sir A. itowsholme of Britain, and Dr. Belner, International
Health Division of the Rockefeller Institute.
In 1929 this Comittee went to Hanking to study with Chinese Health Authori*
ties a plan for cooperation between the Chinese Oovemment and the League Health
Organization especially along the lines of maritime quarantine and port health.

23

Tbe Committee on its return reported to the Council of the League that
every part of the programme presented by China was In line with League health
procedure, and recommended that the Council approve this scheme.
The feeling
the

of those In authority concerning

the

adoption of thisplan,

Council, and the Assembly is reflected In the Interview given to

20*

Report of Dr. IWsan, sixteenth Session Health Organization, Monthly Suncary.
X (1930), p. 227,
21. C. A. McCartney,«The Activities of the League." In The League Year Book.(New
York, 1933) p. 229.
22.Monthly aiBmna, IX (1929), p. 285.
23.
Information Section League of Stations, Essential PactsAbout theLeague of
Nations. (Geneva, 1938), p. 287.
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£3*
eorraspoadonta ty Dr# liadsan, Cbairaaa of the Health Committee of the League:
•The Ohlneee Qoreraeent*# request for the adrioe end esslstance
of the League of Nation# la building up it# public health serrlee
1# not only one of the most important development# in the history
of the League*# technical activitie#, but i# a long step further
toeard# establishing the position of the League as a eorld-slde,
and not merely European association of states, of equal value to
all of its members.
The Health Organisation has long been equally active la all five
continents, but this is the first time that a great non-European
state has realised that membership in the League affords it
facilities in the solution of its own internal problems of re
organization and construction.
One of the purposes laid down in the Covenant is coopération
in matters of public health, and it is highly gratifying to us
who believe in the possibilities of service of the League H.alth
Organization that the Chinese National Covemment should have
called upon us to give technical aid in its great work of building
up a united, modern, and free China. % i s is, indeed, a privilege
and a great opportunity, as the Council and Assembly were quick to
appreciate and of which the League Health Committee has shown it
fully aware,"24
The pprograane of collaboration laid down by the Chinese followed the lines
stated below:
(a) Quarantine service to be reorganized. Study to be made by
Healtii Organisation and Transit Organisât! cm of League as to
method of building up a health administration for ports such
that it would be recognized by other countries.^
(b) Organization and development of a Central field Health
Station under advice of a League technical officer, which later
might be developed into a National field Health S e ^ o e .
(c) Building of first m o de m national hospital in China, and a
large provincial hospital In Chekiang under technical asaistanoe
of Health Organization of League and provision for etudy abroad
of senior staff of both hospitals.
24. Monthly Sunmarv. X (1930), p. 56-57; C. Kuangson, •Republican China*# Aohievments", in Current History. ZXXIIX (1929), p. 210; Dr# Park was sent from
the Health Section of the League to study China*# quarantine conditions. He
was to report to the Health Conmittee on these conditions and submit a plan
later to be submitted to the Chinese Qovernment for allowing some of the
members of the Chinese Ministry of Health to take part in a future study tour
of port health officers under auspices of the League Health Organization.
He was also to submit the Idea of the Health Organisation training several
officers in Europe for port health service. Monthly Summary. X (1930)
p. 66-67.
25. League of Nations Publications, Completion of Survey of Chinese Ports.
(Geneva, 1930), p. 5,
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(d) BeTalopoent of n odom health •ervloe in Chekiang province
to be extended later from thle base under advice of R&alth
Organization.
(e) Advice and technical aesletance to be rendered by league
Health experts in such reforms as: special health plans,
reforms in teaching of medicine, and campaigns against various
diseases.
(f) Cooperation of medical experts from Singapore Bureau of
league Health Organization in controlling cholera and Smallpox
in Shanghai.
Dr. Rajchman, Medical Director, made a trip to China in the spring of 1931
and upon his return mads a report to the League Health Organization, which
showed the rapid development made along health lines in China sacer a vary short
period.

Ho stated that a Central Field Health Station had been organized and

would open shortly for the purpose of improving health conditions in and around
Hanking; that Central Hospital, a model institution, had already been opened
and was doipg great service for the people of Hanking; that an anti-cholera
campaign had inoculated 400,000 people ; and that the national Government was
to be commended for its carrying out of this three year plan in spite of civil
-r.»
Dy the end of 1933 the plan outlined by the Chinese Ministry of Health and
sanctioned by the League had been caxried well on its way, through the collabor
ation of the Chinese Health Administration and the League Health Organization.
The gentral Field Health Statioi^^ was cosqpletely reorganized under a
plan reccKsaended by the International Conference of Directors of Schools of
Hygiene, and by Tune 1933 housed in a very complete modern building.

Advanced

medical instruction and post graduate courses for doctors are to be given here
86.

lionthly Smanary. X (1930), p. 56-57. Essential Facts About the League of
Rations, p. £87-288; Survey of Chinese Fortsf p. 5.

27.

llonthly Sumaary. XI (1931), p. 126.

28.

C. Jl. McCartney,

cit.,, p. 228.
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25.
under the adrioe of Dr. B, Boroloi, Director of the School of Qyglene at
Zagreb, sent out as technical repreaentatire of the League Health Organization,

2d

There were nine sections in this Central Health Station one of which, the
section on Ualariology has h e w rery active in the malarial area, several of its
directors having had training abroad at antinoalarial centers through the aid of
the League Health Organisation.^
The Central Hospital at Nanking was opened in 1933 after much difficulty
in securing public service facilit&es such as drainage, wat«r supply, and
electricity.

Its staff includes a number trained abroad in hospital management

throu^ traveling fellowships granted by the League Health Organization.

SI

A School of Nurses has also been opened under much the same conditions of
training as mentioned concerning the hospital.

32

By 1933 the Quarantine Service provided for health supervision of all sea
and river ports of importance in China which were connected with international
trade,
One of the outstanding results of health cooperation took place in China in
the nefhod of dealing with cholera,

Shanghai has always had much difficulty

with cholera and has been unable through her three health adminstrations to
successfully cope with it.

In 1930 upon Invitation of the Chinese Government,

a coanittee was formed of representatives from the three health administrations
of shanghai and the League Health Organization, idiich adopted a plan for the
following measures:
"Creation of a central cholera office attached to the national
quarantine service; free vaccination offered to all; iaminization of the groups most exposed to the risks of infection,
such as coolies, lighterman, and the population of the junks;
29.
30.
31.
32.
S3,

Monthly 8ummary&U T (1934), p. 34; Ibid p. 228,
Monthly Summary.H (1929),-p. 34-3?.
Monthly Suamory,217 (1934), p. 37.
Ibid. p. 34.
Canton has a quarantine station of its own.
p, 275; C. A. McCartney, o%. oit.%. p. 228,

Monthly Svanmaiy. H U
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(1933)

26,
aoeelerated nanufaetura of vaoolne; es^loycient of ambulaneea to
which pasaere-hjr might ooma for inoculation; increase in number
of isolation hospitals; jffee supply of pure drinking water to the
poorer classes of the population in times of epidemic by means
of public fountains or tank wagons; propaganda by posters,
lectures, end the cinema; and organization of a *Cholera dayl * ^
As a result of this plan 530,000 vaccinations wars made in 1930; 760,000
in 1931; 1,062,000 in 1932; and about the same for 1933.

The importance of this

work is shown by the fact that in 1933 cholera did not appear in Shanghai.

35

Meanwhile in 1931 cams the great flood in China affecting about 50,000,000
people and flooding areas equal to that of England, bringing with it the
greatest danger China had ever known.
Epidemic dondltions became so bad that the Red Cross could not deal kith
thaa.

China again appealed to the League, and it in turn eq>pealed to all

countries for contributions, and invited the Health Organization to answer the
request of the Chinese Government to coordinate the international canq*aign
against épidémies.

Dr. Huang, Member of the League Health Section, was lent

to the National Flood Relief Commission and aided greatly in bringing together
efforts of many countries to deal with the flood situation.

3 fi

The manner in which the League appealed to all members to coordinate efforts
in the way of aiding the Health Organization to avoid a similar experience to
that of Poland in the typhus epidemic after the war, shows the vast inolusiveness
of the interests of the League.
In 1931 because of the success in applying the cooperative health plan,
the Chinese Government applied to the^ Council of the League to extend aid to
the newly organized Chinese Economic Council, which plamsd an economic reconstruc
tion of China.
34#
38.
56.
57.

This was very favorablyreceived in Leaguecircles

Monthly Suamniry.XTf (1934) p. 56; C. A. McCartney,0£. cit..
Monthly Summary.Ibid. p. 38.

and later in
p. 228.

Quarterly HealthBulletin. I (1932)
p. 142-157.
pearl S. Buck. "China and the beet", in Annals of American Academy of Politi
cal Science, CIXYIII, (1933), p. 131.
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27.
th# # w e yawf, tb# GoumiX o t tba lAagw# which at thl# tla# iocluJwd a Japanese
39
mmbar, votaA fawrahly upon a plan îa t the aoonomia rsooustruotioa of Chlna.*^
It would he entirely out of place here to Aiaouas the eoonoeie reoonstruotloa
of China were it not to r the fact that Dr. Ludeig Eajoht&au, Sêadleal 3sor#tury,
of the league Health Seotlcm, was the first general liason officer sent to
China to oversee this plea m& was the one who later was under fire by the
Japanese press
The Chinese Ooreraaent planned to hare a general liasoa offioer from the
league in China to give the Covemusnt inforaation on the teohnioal organisation
and aetbods of bringing then into servioe{ exports frcn the leujgue were to
carry out epeoial projects { teohnioal coe^ssions were to approve plane
euggeeted by the Chinose Govemgnent) Chinese officers were to receive training
b: holp of the league if nsoessory; and education expc^rts were to be hod under
Lsoguo selection to effect rechanges with other oountrise.^
Several experts were sent fron the League and Dr, Kajoheaan as general liason
officer, who supervised a survey of medical education.*^
Although the Japanese representative in the League Council hod given hie
approval to the plan, Japan opposed the plans reccnaaended by the agent of League
reconstruction in China just after Dr. Rejchnan*# report was published In May.
they believed Dr. Qajchnan hod over reached his authority and hinted at his
discontinuation of nervioes,
plans.
30.
39.
♦0.
41.

42,

China, of course, did not wish

to abandon the

43

This wan practically the same plan outlined in the Lytècn Report, Tenth fro*
posai. Report of Lytton Comission. (0. 663 îf. SRO, 1932«111) p. 131,
Ocnova Research Center, Geneva nreolal ntudics. II, Ko. 10, p. 27; Monthly
aiuvmry. %1II (1933) p. IvoT”
Ibid. p. 27; Ibid, p. 170; Trt\ns Pacific. Tokyo, Ttiura,, May 17, 1934, p. 16.
Dr. Rcjohmun Ksalth Section; 5ir iurthur Salter, Eooiusnio and PinAnoe Section;
M* Robert Hans. Trozmit Section. ecentlml Foots About the Leo/? e of T&tior.s.
p. J»7 .
------------------------- -----------Dr. RajohBwui'a position as r.encral League Adviser gave him the rl ^t to
cooperate with otticr phases of reconstruction and in spite of Japanese con
tentions he believed his proposals were entirely technical; Suropa (1,1939)
p. 72-73.
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S8.
Dr. Rajetauaa^s report showed the maiked aohieTeinents of the National
Eoottomlo Counoll. in many ways, and the splendid resnlto obtained from collaboration between Chinese and experts sent oat by the League of Nations.

43

It has been necessary to go to sons length in describing the situation In
China beoause of the way in idxieh the Health Organisation was tied up with the
entire internal reorganisation of China.
Japan believed the technical undertakings would take on a political signifi
cance due to the fact that because of the great aid they were rendering the
Nanking Government the technical officers were obtaining undue respect and
influence.
Kr. Ireland in a recent book says:
...

AA

"The cooperation between Dr, Rajohman and T, 7. Soong
was
highly irritating to Japan, Mr, Soong is the most outspoken
opponent of Japan at Nanking, as well as a strong advocate
of assistance to China from the western Powers, From the^
time of the League's China Ccmsiission in July, 19l>3, and the
appointment of Dr, H&Jchman to head its work. Intense sffofts
developed on the part of Japan to have their influence
dominate over that of the League in Nanking,"^
Dr. Rajohman was not sent back 46 China after August, 1934, not because of
any failure on his part but because of the increasing antagonism of Japbn,
Since Dr, Rajohman's return to Europe, Dr. Boroic has remained in China
as technical adviser with the National Health Administration of China.*^
43,
44.
46*
46,

Geneva Research Center, Geneva Special Studies. Vol. II, Ho.10, p. 36.
T, T. Soong was Chinese Minister of Finance at this time.
Tam Ireland, War Clouds in Skies of the Far E w t (New YorkandLondon, 1935)
p, 56,
"It has been announced that Dr, Rajchman, «ho happened to be in Nanking advi»>
Ing the Chinese Government when the Manchurian crisis arose and was therefore
known to the Vritlsh to be disliked and distrusted in Japan, will not return
to continue his reoonstmictlon progreoa in China. Despite the fact that his
work In China Is regarded by the British as magnificent, he will not return
to China to carry on the League work there," Ibid* p. 61,

47.

Monthly Sutinary. XIH, (1333) p, 19.
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29.
In October 1937 China again requested aid from the League In oombatlng
epidmios due to ear condltione*

It was finally decided

the Health Organiza

tion to form three mobile medical units properly staffed to be set up in certain
areas to be financed by the sum of 2,000,000 Seism francs voted by the Assembly.
An epidemic Oommisalon was formed of the Head of the Chinese Health
Administration, the League*s Technical Adviser, and thiee Epidemic Ooardssioners.
Periodical reports of progress of this Gcnm^asion were to be seat to the League
Of Nations,

AA

The leaders of the three medical units began work la January 1936 operating
under the Chinese authorities.

This work has been assisted financially by the

Danish Goremment, the firm of Bayer in Germany, the Lord Mayor’s Fund, Peninsular
f

and Oriental etcmmahip Ocmq^any, the firm of Jardine, Matheson and Coi, of
Hong Kong, and the (Joveraisent of the Itetherlands,^^
Interchange of I'edlcal Personnel
Another phase of work undertaken by the League Health Organization hbioh
is without doubt universal in its scope is that of interchange of medical
personnel between countries and Health Organization experts,
Khen the Health Organization was first established after the war, it was
not easy to obtain the cooperation of governmsnts who had lately been at war,
and yet it was necessary to have this cooperation to cope with the epidemic
situation at that time.
One of the means of obtaining this cooperation
system of interchanges of

in health

health personnel or study hours,

Blatterswas the

idxioh haveformed

one of the most promising League activities,®^
48. Ibid. z m (1937), p, 17.
49. A bill for contributing to this fund had been introduced by the French
Governaent according to the last Monthly Summary available • Monthly Summary.
XVIII (1938), p. 46s Easential Facts About the Leamie of
Hatiofü^ (Geneva.
1938) p. 289,
—
50. F. G, Boudreau, U.D.C.M,, "International Health", in /gierican Journal of Pub
lic Health. XIX (1929) « p. 872; Dr. 0, R. Eichel, "The Health Conmittee of
the League of Nations," in Science N.3.. XX (1924), p. 229,
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so.
The eyetea bad ite beginning early In the history of the Organization
at first by Health Conferences sooh as those held In London and l%rsaw to
enlist the cooperation of national health administrations to help combat the
Spldemlo situation In Europe, an end In viee, extension of these Interchanges
throughout the world with a twofold objeotlTe*®^
(1) Z^proTenent of health serwlces of each country, especially
idiere services were less highly organized.
(2) Fosslble unification of the nethods of haalth a d d nistrati pn;
at least
anges made by influence of knowledge obtalnd through
Interchange of opinions.^
The Results of the first Interchanges were so suocasoful tnat the Health
Organization In Its second session adopted the following resolutions
"The Conmittee Is of the opinion that the Interchanges of medical
officers of health hare psrored their practical utility and ou#t
to be continued systematically."^^
It Is Impossible to Indicate the exact nature of these Interchanges without
using a specific case.

Let us use, for example, a gsnsr&l Interchange carried

on In the United States for purposes of studying state health administrations.
Circular letters were sent to all countries.

In response modioal officers of

public health administrations from eighteen countries attended, three of whom
came from countries which wars not members of the League.
The general plan was to spend two weeks in Washington, a month in the
southern states studying State Health Administrations In wide rural areas, a
month la Industrial nortbarn states studying municipal méthode, and a final
period in Hew York.
81.

Dr. Ify o litt Rose, "Epidemic Conditions In Europe and the Lmsigue," in
American Review of Revlewe. i x n (1922), p. 69.

52,

klautes of First Session Permanent Health Organization, Official Record.
Annex 8. (0. 10. If.7 111*10,) Genera, 1924, p. 17.

53.

yinutes of Second Session Penraneirt Health Organization, Official Pccord.
(C. 213 M.69-111*15) 1924, p. 18; In the fifteen months fbllo,^lng the
Inauguration of these interchanrae, 104 ttmdlcal officers from 27 countries
had taken part In exchanges.
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31.
Th# «ubjeoti studisd on tbia tour «erei

foreign and interstate quarantine

eyatemm, publia relief activities, social hygiene sork, stream pollution, research
questions, rural health work, reports and statistics, Washington water supply,
and study of the Hygienic Laboratory.
On the return of the group to Geneva, reports from various members ware
read and discussions held.

These reports were often published and have formed

an "International Exchange Library," for the benefit of those who could or did
not attend.^
As the idea of the interchange grew, the meetings included sanitary
engineers, as well as medical or heal^ officers, and the interchange became
more specific in purpose.^
"The system of interchanges or study tours since its inauguration
five or six years ago has exhibited a tendency to evolve into
study tours on special subjects, an evolution which has its
advantages, though those of the general interchange were fully
recognised."5®
Out of these interchanges International Health Courses developed such as
those for the study of malaria, w the study on nutrition.

These courses lasted

about seven weeks and consisted of leottres, discussions, and practical demonstrations.
The subjects of these courses covered a wide range, but special emphasis
was given to recent public health science and research.
Sir Ramaswami Ayyar, League Rapporteur, from India says;
"It may hot be out of place to emphasize that these interchanges
furnish a conspicuous exesq>le of international cooperation and
emphasize and carry into practice the ideals of universality,
04.

Minutes of First Session Permanent Health Organization, Official Record.
Annex 2. (0.10.M.7-III-10) 1924, p. 93.

58.

Minutes of Sixth Session Permanent Health Organization Official Record.
djmex 96 (0.252.M.96IU) 1926, p. 107.

86.

Monthly Summary. Till (1928), p. 280;
The study tours on special subjects were of interest to a special group
such as, port health officers, sanitary engineers, malaria or leprosy experts,
or quarantine officers.
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92.
«mbodlmê la th# CoT#nwit of tta# loag*. By thla means sn4 th#
dlssoEaiiiatioa of iatolUgeno# a# to •pidomies and researoh
lato apidomios, th# administrations and the peoples of distant
oountries are brou^t into eloee toncdi with the central
organisation of th# League and th# mutual benefit derivable
from th# contacts thus established cannot be overestljsiated,*'^^
A oon#r#t# example of the value of study tours is afforded by the work of
the Malaria Cksmisslon.

It has traveled extensively into malarial countries

studying special conditions which have become the basis for discussions of
unestlmablo value to malaria experts in these countries.
At first the programs of these toi&s were too heavy and preparation was
not made far enough In advance, but these first defects have been altered.^
One could go on Indefinitely with Interesting comments on this subject,
for since 1923 nearly 500 public health officers and medical experts from fifty
different countries have taken part in study tours and forty countries have
been visited*®*
Ur* Boudreau, American Member of the Health Section League of Bâtions, has
summarised the value of the interchange as follows s

57*

58.
59*
60,

"I think no on# would deny that these interchanges have fostered
a splendid esprit d# corps' among th# health services of tii#
different countries* Perhapu this is the greatest benefit of all,
and I eta convinced that the cordial relationships established
between health officials of different nationalities is of itself
well worth th# time and money spent for the purpose. But there
are other and more practical advantages. There is the more
general diffusion of knowledge concerning modem public health
methods; there is more uniformity in public healtii practice, for
the better methods are bound to be copied; and there is the
accumulation of a coisnon fund of knowledge as a result of friendly
international eonparlaon of experience and results* The interchange
is a powerful means of bringing about a refom of public health
administration, and its results along this line have fully
justified the expense involved.*
Sir RoRiaswami Ayyax. Rapporteur, "Report on gork of Health Organisation”, pre
sented to Eiizhth Ordinary Session of Assembly. Official Journal, Annex l4l
(A 69-III) p. 96.
Monthly Sammarr* III (1923) p, 255.
Dr. C. S. A. 'Winslow, "The Health Organization of the Lea^e of Nations,”
excerpt from Py^eia. in American Review of Reviews. IXCT7 (1926) p. 211-212.
Dr. F. G. Boudreau, "International Health”, in American Journal of Public
Health. XIX (1929), p. 873. Dr. 0. R, Eichel,
üoaitii ComcdtTee of the
League of Nations”, an interview of Surgeon-General Cuinming, U.S. Representa
tive on League Health Committee, In Science LX (1924), p. 229.
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Pagmanawt Molftgloal Stantoxd» Comaleslon
*Sr«r #laee th# method of iinraunlzotlonrajod our# by s e m m lajeotioma
### diaeoTered, great praetleal diffi#alti#a have been mat with
owing to th# fact that the methods for measuring and testing th#
strength of sera had been built up in different meya, often on
entirely different principles in the bacterioloclcal laboratorlaa
of different ooumtriea, awmetfmaa even in thoae of the same country.
Thua for instance It vrould be Inpoasible to check introductory
atatementa as to the effect of any particular perum, ainoe if the
atatementa manated fron dlfferent laboratories, there was, so to
apeak, no eonracai denominator by which to wmpare products prepared
by each.
Introducing uniform!^ into the methods of different laboratories
would allow of fuller exploitation of the great achievements in the
probl«s of immunization for the purposes of curative and preventative
medicine and would facilitate fuz^her research work in the same field.
There was a certain degree of agreement on these points before the World
/Jar but as Dr. Madsen, Medical Director of the League Health Organisation aayat
"....this agreement ceased to be operative and an effort should
be made to re-eatablish it.*^
During the war the use of French anti-tetanus serum by English and
American doctors, differing greatly in titre^ from home products censed no end
of trouble,*
The League Health (hnganlaation felt because of its close codperation with
national health administrations, and its connection with the Office international
d'Hygiene publique that it was especially well situated to deal with this
Important international health problem.^ It therefore called a Conference of
1. Monthly gummary. IX (1928), p. ZS7»
2. Dr, Madsen, Memorandum on Standardisation of Sera*, in Official Fournal.
Annex 6. (C. 471^% 1346-1921-in-3) p, 43.
3. Titre, The strength of a solution or concentration of a substance in solution
as determined by soluticm.
4. League of Nations. Al%s. Methods, and Activities of the League of Nations.
(Geneva, 193^ p. 151.
5.

Monthly Sur»narr> II (1988) p. 287,
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g 53, a.
•elentista of ton powers fo r the purpose of standardizing certain eerums,^
.

and formulating a plan to ha followed by other conventions and laboratory work
In many countries.
The league Health Organization had already appointed Dr. Madsen, Pres, of
the State S e m m Institute, In Copenhagen, to act as director of Research and
he had given his sanction to the use of this Institution by a Standards Gonmnlsc
ion as a central laboratory for the League Health Organlzaticnx.
Dr. Madsen had previously made a proposal to the Health Organization that
the principal medical research institutes of the world Investigate jointly in
order to come to an agreement on the standardization of antl-toxlc sera.

This

proposal was accepted In view of the fact that the Health Organlzatl<m was not
capable of beginning nor financing azythlng eo scientific, but could lead joint
laboratory investigations «hich o^erwlse would not be carried on ffy separate
countries.^
Aththe outset the Permanent Standards Commissi oh was confronted by two
tasks.
(1) HstabllCbiwnt of common sera and biological standards.
(2) The more difficult task of exercising practical scientific
control ofer the sale of these standards In International trade."
These two alms have to a large extent been realized, that Is, as far as It
Is possible to complete any problem based upon an ever changing knowledge of
a
scientific principles*
6. Dr. Wlokllffe Rosé, "Zpldmlc Control In Europe and the league of actions". In
Review of Reviews. IXfX (1922), p. 79.
7. Minutes first Session, Official Journal. Annex-2 B, (0,10 H.7-1921-1X1-10)
p. 88-89.
8. Rose, o£. cit.. p. 79.
9. "VIth the advance of science new therapeutic agents gain acceptance and rdqulre
to be assayed in terms of some o<mmon standard; moreover, certain of the
standards already adopted may be open to Improvement, w&lle others, being of
a composite nature are liable to be replaced sooner or later, by the active
substance la pure form; finally In
the case of yet otherstandards,
ptyalcalor
chemical titration may be expected to oust the biological method of assaypossible la the near future." Monthly Sumarv. XfU, (1937) p. 63-64.
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34.
At th# LonAoa Conferenea^ la 1931 Dr* M a d w a ^ was aoked to prepare a
detallod prograa vhloh placed hie Copenhagen Xnetitute at the dlipoeal of tiie
Statlarde (knmleelon and any national Institution which carried on researoh for
the purpose of coordinating results of different laboratories.

These institutes

were also ensured of necessary standards and reagents,
Zsrestlgatlons Into methods for testing potency of certain sera, and
standardisation of other sera were assigned to sub^ooamltteea.^
Zy the time of the second Conference of the Peimanent Biological CowdLssion,
In Paris, 1922 these Inrestigatlons he# been completed and arrangements were
made so that a ooagpetent Institute In any country m l ^ t apply to the Copenhagen
Institute for a re-testing of diphtheria serum,^^
In 1923 representatives of Institutes in 2urope taking part in the Investiga
tion of special sera met in Copenhagen to compare results.

After fifteen days

of conference and laboratory work with technical assistants and directors of
institutions on material brought by various Institutions, a special report was
made with no definite conclusions, but showing an agreenent concerning tetanus
anti-toxin in sifd^t, and a united desire to proceed further with other sera,^
Theme Investigations were again exunined end others proposed at another
Conference In 1926 at which time am International standard for Insulin was adopted
in agreenhnt with conclusions made by the Conference on Biological Produetm.^^
10. Representatives from the following institutions were present t Great Britain
(kedioal Research Council), Prance (Pasteur Institute), Italy (State Institute)^
barsaw (State Epidemiological Institute), Basle (Eyglenlc Institute), Brussels,
(Pasteur Institute), Japan (Kitasato Institute), United States (Rjrglenie
Laboratory tiiashington), Vienna, (Rockefeller Institute.}
11. Dr, Madsen opened the Conference in four languages, Trench, English, Italian,
and Geman,
12. Reagent-Aay substance which, because it takes part in certain reactions, is
used in detecting, examinlzxg, or measuring other substances,
13. Anti-diphtheritic, anti-tetanic, anti-meningocoocus, anti-pneumoooociis, and
Others, Official Journal-Annex 6 to (C.471-M,346.1921.Ill), p. 8,
14. Monthly Suweary. VI (192677^9.
19. trV Madsen, •Report of Medical Director", Minutes First Session (C.IO-M.-7-1923
III) in Official Journal. Annex 2 B,. p. 88-89,
16, A rcYX>rt has been public^ed ly the Health Organization giving tests on the basis
of which the unit lof insulin) value was settled and method for determining vah»
t i 9 2 6 T ^ ^ j^paratlon by ccnparison, with the standard. Monthly Stisrory. %
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35.
AMrlM.li, Brltiah, and Foliali Znstittttaa requaated paimLaaion to attidy^
M W mathoda for th# treating and adulnlatarlng of aearlat fever aera In
ooUaboratioa with the Copenhagen Inatitute.^^
By 1928 a decided advene# had h e e n M d # In the wldeapread adoption of aera
atasdardlzatlon by th# PermaMnt Standaird Comnlaalon,

Th# Health Ooamltt##

reported that th# international unit now eaUed the League unit# had been
adopted all over th# world; that the International atandardisation for pitui^ry
•xtraet had proved aatlefaetory». that atandardisation of eatl-tetanlo and anti*
dysenterie aera was nearly ooopleted; and that progrès# was being made in the
atandardlnation of anti-diphtheritic aera.
Th# eottfideno# of th# madieal world in the findings of th# Permanent
Standard# Commission was shown by the fact that at a recent International
Pharmacopoeia Conference it was decided that the acceptance by this Conmiiaaion
IS
of any product was a test of its satiefactoxy quality,*^
By 1935 th# work had xreaohed saeh an advanced stage that an Inter-Oovermmantal Conference was called idiere a proposal was adopted to have similar
meetings every three years*

This Conference was called for the purpose of

confirming results of biological standardisation*
% # Heal^ Organisation through its Permanent Standards Comission has
established

atandardisation for twenty-OM therapeutic substances*

19

At this time it was considered possible to carry forward the second task
of this Commission; namely, to make compulsory the use of these standard# and
supervise their use in a national centre for each country, the League to
provide through special funds for the free distribution of standards.
17, Ibid.
18, ^-uthly 9uanary. T I H (1928), p. 145.
19, This list is printed in the United Utntee in the latest edition of
Ihnrnacopoeia .;hich is not yet nvnilnble.
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35.
Tiia Inter Govern»anteI Conferenaa of 1933 axprnsEoft tho #en# ifi*m iraec mnmiSjet iona t
(1) Th# intanuttiomil atnndard ahould he sade affoctiTs by the
competent enthoritlee of ell eountriee.
(2) BBtlooel 0 enter# ahould be put up in e H oountries to hold
end dietrlbute the internetlo^el etenderde.'^
Early in 1S37 replie# from eovom*aant« Indlaeted that forty-one co /.t loe
here or ere about to adopt the internet lonel etandazd# reoosssesded by the Permneat Gmmittea of Blologieel stand#rdlzetIo n , end thirty-one g o T o m -v j its t r y e
ereeted or ere about to treate national eentera.

Thia Dili greatly el-^rlify the

21
eork of the Institute at Copenhagen.
Besides the Cooaieeion for Serlologieal Roeeorth there le also one for
22
Bloloeltal aeseerth.
Dr. Dale of the Kationsl Research Institute of lovAon

sa
is Director.
This group has been earrying on investigations slnilar to tho»a of the
Derolccleal îtesoaroh and comparing results at various conferences* but the work
of both Commissions Is of such similarity and of such oo3poratlve nature.
both Owmlsaions often passing jointly on the sane standards that it seem
84
superfluous to repeat#

••"^■pti ly SuTmry. ZfTI. (1937). p. 63-54.
21. The following countries have adopted or are about to adopt latemstional
stAriards;

i*.Mtth j^frioa, Aryentl^m, AurtralM, Austria. Boliy.V”. G'e*t Drlteln

Biil-rrl#. C a m ha, Chile. China. c?.eeho»lovakia, Denmrk. houn^or. ■
Finland. Franoe. Oraooe. th»te-W la 7 h u n ^ i% rT n ù ia , ïn iâ . Ir i^ h F r ^ T l t t e .
I t r l v . Japon, Latvia. Iferrloo, ?;etbefIrnds/ Mc^he^
Ic d lsa.
îh illlp plues, loiand,. p o rtu /m l. aiêim. L^wla. Sweden. S w itserlrnd. T u r -e /. l-, . . R . .
I?nltad S ta te s . UrucuryT and YUgoolnvla.
oountrles whose Rares nre underlined have or are ab mt to establish
national eimters for keeping international standards. Ibid. p. 53-54.
ZZm TLsee two Corsüiseiüzis ere parts of the Pemenant Sten^lards
23,
24,

Diologioal prepamtious are kept in Loudon, as well as Copsnhepen. rnr, F.
ii. Doudreeu. ’’iüarobes tnow llo Frontiers." in Roterjag. LI (1-37) p. 27,
iWntW^ Gummary. Ill (1923). p« 174.
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37.
L«t us now summarize the actual results of the work of the Permanent
Standards Commission.

The first unit adopted was that for diphtheria anti-toxinf^

then followed tetanus anti-*tozin which was the subject of a great dall of
controversy.

2fi

Anti-pneunoeoecus serum was the only anti-bacterial preparation

adopted.
Aecordihg to Dr. McCoy, ibserloan representative on the Permanent Standards
Oowiission in 1937, the tetanus unit and one other, the dlptheria toxin for
the Schick test, were the only immunological preparations adopted with which
he did not agree.
Standardisation of certain drugs has also been completed; digitalis, salvar*
sen, certain hormones; for example, insulin, and all of the vitamins.
It is interesting to note that the Inter Governmental Conference on
Biological Standardization to «Aieh were invited representatives of practically
all of the countries of the world has adopted without appreciable modification,
the standards established by the Permanent StandardsCommission.
One can

only

28

agree with Dr. McCoy when he says that nuch of the success

of this Coirsnission has been duo to the labors of Dr. Th* Madsen, Medical Director
of the League Health Organization for many years and head of the State SCrum
Institute in Copenhagen, who has been Ghaimaan of the Permanent Standard Commission
since its birth"— a man who is not only an eminent scientist;^ but a linguist and
diplomat as well.
25.

26.

27.

28.
29.

29

There was no difficulty in agreeing on theEhrlich unit as it wasused
universally throughoutthe world. Dr. George McCoy,"International Standard
of Biological Products by the League of Hâtions", in Anerican Journal of
Public Health. XXVI, (1937), p. 1213,
The controversy concerned adoption of one of two units, the old German unit
which was 66 times the size of the American unit. The German authorities
adopted a unit half the size of the American and this was adopted by the
League Ooranlssion. Dr. George MdCoy, 0£. ci to., p. 1215.
Dr. Felton*s F-146 was used as a basis for standardization; all others were
based on toxin in serum neutralization tests. Dr. George McCoy, 0£. cit..
p. 1217.
Ibid.p. 12 15.
Ibid. p. 1218.
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38.
Tha SpldemloloÉloftl and Public Health Statistical Servioe
Previous to the foxming of the Provisional Health Organization in 1921, the
Epidemic Commission had been set up to help care for epldamlcs in ^pastern Eurppe.
Bhen the Frovl^onal Organization began work, it found that the Smergency
Commission needed assistance in making known to the other countries of Europe
at some distance from tho stricken areas just how serious the epidemic
situation was to tho whole of %urppa and even to ether porta of the worlds
For this purpose the Health Organization late in 1931 started the publication
of health reports giving tho sanitary conditions of the world.

At first these

appeared once,and occasionally twice a week and dealt largely with the epidemio
situation already mentioned in eastern Europe,

This first material did much to

aid the Epidemic Commission and the national health administrations of the
stricken countries both financially through increased contributions from countries
vdio became Interested in the reports, and technically through interchange of
ideas by ezperta.

so

The periodical collection and publication of epidemiological information
and the collection of public health data and vital statlstiea by a part of the
Health Secretariat of the Longue Health Organization beoaae known as the Epidem
iological and Public Health Statistical Service.
At the inauguration of this service. Dr. Rajchmann, Medical Director of
the Health Secretariat, warned the Bureau oonoemlng over development of statistics
and emphasized the fact that it should be rather "a clearing house" of epidemio31

logical information for international use.''*
His report pointed out the lines of development which he thot#t it should
follow*
il>...I
'!■ ... ..........—
" ....
.. .. — — — '— — "
■..
30 , Itonthly Summary. II (1928) p. 31| Nq. 5. "Epidsmtloglcal Intelligence,"
Ho. 5 was especially helpful.
SI,

Official Joumel.Aimex 2, Sixth Session Prov. Health Organization, (1923)
(C. H. 9l), p. 90-91. "
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39.
(1 ) !D«T«Xoptr4>at of ooOporatlcm of tooboloal «pi<lasiio and
atHtlatlOftl offlooa in natloanl health adj&lnlatrntiona vlthout
d i r e c t tha aetlvltloo of these adoialetretl'#:w,

(^)
oxchang# of current opldeialologloal intolll.voQOo
inforsfttloo relntlr^ to awinltary orgaalsuitl<m le;;lelation,
and publie health eotlvltiee.^^
(3) Colleotlon ftfid utilisation of medical ctutletleal reoords
la the
of cpeclflc dlaeciao. or on the periodicity of
epldeeloei^
Dr. Bajchnnn believed that the erchaag# of current opldoraiolo>;loal Infcrma»
tlon could be developed very quickly, but pointed out t^mt t W eiceial etudy of
dleeeee through date would take wuch time end research to be carried out by e
techalcel staff et Geneve In coopération with epldemlolorlcfa end statistical
officers la many countries.^
In 1 9 # tlm latcrnetlonol Kcelth Board of the Rockefeller Foundation had
made errengenenta with the l^Cfiuc to finance the EpldemioloGlcel end fubllc
Rselth {)tAtlstlcel Service of the league Hoalth Orgenlsetioo, contributing
130,000 e y«ar for five yo.ars.'^^
In 19S3 the Board had placed Dr. Kdger Bydenstrieker, a stutlstloian in
charge of the United States Statistical Bureau, ûaslàlsgton. In Geneva to take
chains of public health statistics In the Health ^cretariat.^^
K)#n the group of experts under Dr* Sydenstricksr undertook to unify the
methods of collecting end tabulating vital statistics of various countries,he
found that the difference In smthod of recording

births end deaths, diegooslng

diseases causing death, and the clensifloatlon of such causes was so great
that an Invcstlsetloct had to be made into tbs reasons behind the differences In
various countries. Some eorie had already bema done along this line end althoi.gh
32. This point was carried out in the many periodical epidenlalogleal publications
afterward published by this Bureau, see Appendix.
33. Tits second point was carried out in the study of special infectious diseases
which has grown to enormous proportions covering a jt^reatzasiay of tltc Infec
tious diseases that are jroblens la nost of the couutrlcs of the world, and
rorms a major part of the work of the iU^alth Orgoftdzxtlon nt the prefect time.
34. Ibid. p. 90-91.
S 3. Monthly Sunnary. II (1922), p. 179* See
36* iontiily Sunawnr. Ill (192S). p 11.

y enùix for later -ift
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404
Of it warn extremely faulty, yet muoh help eaa fotind la BertiUon'e
International Claeeifieatlon of peatha, aork of the Freneh Oovernnent along thia
line, work of tha International Inatitute of Statlatlea, that of the League of
Red Oroea Soeietiea, and also of individual# frcne certain oountrlea.^^
Therefore the International % alth Board of the Rockefeller Foundation
made an additional grant of $10,500 for 1923 and $21,000 for 1924 tor the
purpose of bringing together medical men idxo carried on this particular $haae
of health work ao that unified method# of compilation might be effected.^
A# a result a meeting of health atatletlcana frcna a number of southern
European countries met In Geneva from October to December 1923, Wiere methods
of collecting and classifying statistics of notifiable diseases in Sweden,
Holland, France, Switzerland, and London were studied( and information ennoeraing
methods in use in each country, and lectures on the work of the Epldemiologioal
Intelligence Servie# of the League Health Section In gathering and tabulating
data were heard.

39

By 1935 statistical handbooks had been prepared for the following cmntriesx
Hetherlands, Belgium, England and Wales, Spain, Austria, Scandinavian and
Baltic Republics, Portugal, Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary, Irish Free State
and Northern Ireland, Switzerland, Scotland, and Canada.^
The rapid development of this servloe has been in great measure .duo to the
valuable services of Dr. Edgar Sydenatrleker, Chief of the Statistical Service
of the League Health Secretariat, who has been very successful In obtaining
qualified technical advice for the purpose of establishing personal contact with
37. Minutes of First Session, Permanent Health Organization, Annex S, Official
Journal (C. 10-M.7-1924-111-10) p. HO .
38. Monthly Summery^III (1923), p. 146; Minutes of First Session, Ibid. p. 111.
39. l^nthly Sumary. IF (1924), p. 250; Annex 5 (C.lO.lî-7) 0£, cit.. p. 113.
40. Catalog of League of Nations, "Health, Social Questions, Traffic in
Opium”, (New York, 1935) p. 23-24; these handbooks describe the
public health administrations.
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41.
national health offloorsresponsible for vital health statistles, and nnifyin#
methods of recording theae^^

the Rockefeller Foundation which has made

his services to the Health Secretariat possible tlirou^ its splendid contribu
tions.
lieanwlhile the Epidemiological Intelligence Bureau had published fifty-three
separate epidemiological reports.

thle tii# it was decided to publish these

in periodical form as the Monthly Spidemiological Report for the convenience
of Ministers of Health, followed by an annuel ewmary at the end of the year.*^
These monthly reports covered infectious diseases from maiy countries,
with reports of previous months to show the trend of each disease in each
country; montaligy rates from cities all over the world; and special health
statistics in many countries.

44

All of this information was carefully tabulated, a separate sheet being
used for special diseases in each country for years, with morbidity and mortality
tables indexed for reference.

Thus any unusual occurrence of infectious disease

is readily seen and given special investigation,*^
The second point emphasized by Dr. Rajchman in his outline of work for this
Service was the utilization of medical statistical records in tha study of
specific diseases and as has already bean mentioned, this work has grown beyond
the fondest expectations of the founders of this Bureau.*®
It is of enough significance to warrant study of a special case to show
the general procedure of this type of study.
The disease in question is influenza selected as one of the first by this
41»

Report of Medical Director, Minutes of First Session, Permanent Health
Committee, Offieâil Journal. Annex 2. (G. 10JM.7, 1924-111-10), p. 86.
42. Monthly Sumary. Ill '(1923), p. 147.
43. By 1924 epideoiologloal reports were being returned periodically from twentynine countries in Europe, nineteen countries in Africa, seventeen in South
and Central America, ten in Asia, and two in Australia and !Cevr Zealand
besides nusAeous others where reports are not available for the entire country.
Minutes of the First Permanent Session, Annex 5, Official Journal. (C.10.M.7,
1924-in-lO), Pi 113.
44
laanthly Suwraary. Ill (1923), p. 147.

.
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42.
Bureau beoause the manifestations of the disease at this time were universal,
making it of interest frcMa an international point of view.

47

First epidsmiologieal statisticians working with this déaease ware contacted;
survey of all literature was investigated; establishment of methods for obtaining
required results by comparison of statistical records in various statistical
offices was made, and preparation for a report in collaboration for submission
to the Health CcHnmittee was planned*

48

As soon as sufficient Information was collected and correctly tabulated
concerning the health of each country, it was published in a special handbook
so that by 1935 special material was available concerning the following countries t
Australia, Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, French Colonls, Germany, Hungary,
*1
Lh,tvia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, and the Kingdom of Sorbs, Croats,
49
and Slovenes*
A later development of the Epedimiological Service at Geneva^ was the
establishment of a Bureau at Singapore whose work follows the same lines of
procedure for the Far East as the Bureau at Geneva does for Europe and other
countries of the world, a description of which follows immediately.
Singapore Bureau
Prom an economic as well as health standpoint there has been no single
work of the Health Organization which has achieved greater success than the
Leases* Health Bureau at Singapore.

Thousands of dollars annually have %een

saved for the world by wireless notification of outbreaks of contagious diseases
which has prevented ships from heavy loss because of quarantine charges*^
This Bureau is an extension of the Epldeolological Bureau at Geneva which
47*
48.
49*

SO.
91.

Ibid. p. 105.
Ibid. p. 108.
Special phases of public health administration in many other countries are
given in special reports and handbooks of Interchange of Health Personnel.
League of Nations Catalogue, "Health, Social <4ueetions. Traffic in Opium,"
(New York, 1935) p. 17-18.
This Bureau has already been described.
Seymour Jacklin, "Financial Position of the League of Nations" in Monthly
Summary. Q T (1934), pi ISO*
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iü.
ha« earrl«d on the «ork witn eontegione éieeasee eloce tha Taa^jorary Epidemic
CommlBsion fulfilled Ite mission*
Plague and choiera have always been coitsdon In the tountries of the Par
Bast and the more extensive eommml cat lune In recent years have made them
dangerous sources of Infection to every country coming In contact with thcm.^^
In 1922 Dr# Mlyajima, Japanese member of the Hualth Cocanlttee, rocomended
that a mission be sent to study epidmalca in the Far East In view of the fact
that this problem was of such vital 1 portanoe to eo many countries.

63

This recommendation was approved by the Council and Dr. Norman Khlta was
consequently sent to carry on a health Investigation in the chief ports of the
Far Bust In November, 1922.
"The precise object of the enquiry Is to ascertain the incidence
of the more Important epldm&lo diseases, the medhods employed
for the nèdlfloatlon of oases and deaths for the control of the
diseases, for the prevention of the spread of infection by ships,
as well as the poaslblli^ of securing unlfomity In the methods
of collecting and publishing Information and of making it.
speedily and readily accessible."^
Dr. Nhlte stayed in the Far hast seven months during which time he visited
twenty-two countries and ports and with the assistance of the ^overmients and
health authorities of the countries visitled collected muen data concerning
cholera, bubonic plague, pneumonic plague, smallpox, and other diseases.
Be also studied public health administrations, and methods of recording
vital statistics.
This Investigation led up to the establishment of the Epldemiologioal
Intelll-ance Bureau at Singapore in 1924 by a Conference of health officials from
the League Health Organisatlcn.®^
52.
53.
54.
55.

%eaguo of limitions, Secret^u'lat, Tea Ywurs of Vforld Coopération, p, 237-238.
Konthly Sumnary, II (1922), p. 283.
Ibid, p, 287.
%rrmrv. IF (1924), pi 228.
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44.
Th# general purpose of the Bureau Is to aot as a clearing house of
Information on epidemics especially in ports and to carry out in the Far East
the work of the Epidemiologioal Intelligence Service of the Health Section of
the league of Nations.
Its special duties are:

57

(a) To distribute information such as quarantine notifications,
movements of livestock and presence of animal diseases, legal
health requirements, and important weather statistics.
(b) To act as a center for coordinating investigation in the
Far East as the Geneva Bureau has in Eurppe, especially in the
case of diseases of especial interest to this part of the world.
(c) To distribute literature concerning international health
work*
One representative from each of the following administrations:

Australia,

China, India, Indo-China, Japan, the Japanese Colonies, Dutch East Indies,
Siam, and one British Colony make up its membership and aiqr state associated
with the Bureau may send an observer to meetings*

58

The Advisory Council meets once a year, but all questions between meètings
are answered by correspondence.

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are chosen

by the Bureau from its hwn members for one year.
On the request of five or more members, of the Advisory Council or of the
Health Comnittee of the League Health Organization an extra session of the
Council may be held.
Two months before meetings the health administrations of all member states
are infomed of the time and place of meeting and a complete program is sent
to them.
56.
57.
58.

The direct contact which the Bureau has with the Health Coouuittee at

Official Journal. 5th year, (28th C* Res* 11, 5. 24 p. 504); Judith lackaon
and Stephen King-Hall, The League Year Book (New Fork, 1933) p. 75.
Annual Report of Health Organization for 1925, in Official Journal
(C.H. 442-1925* XU-10) p. U .
Sessions of the Advisory Council have been held in Sin^pore, New Delhi,
Bandoâing (Java) idiere views are interchanged. Jaekaon-King Halls, ed.
op. cit. ^ p. 75.
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43.
Genera 1# shown by the faot that all resolutions and minutes of the Bureau
are sent to it.®^

The means of eonsnunieation for distributing information employed by the
Bureau are wireless, cable, and radio.

Broadcasts are sent out by ten Eastern

GO
Stations
daily; those stations without radio are sent a weekly telegraph
^ 61
report.
The method of control of epidemic diseases by the Bureau is unique.
Qorernments are to report diseases, weekly or oftener, concerning the number of
eases of disease and deaths from the disease, also of the course and departure
of vessels infected.

The Bureau in turn then notifies other ports so that they

will be able to take every precaution, such as medical erarination of
passengers and crew and disinfection of vessel.

Another precaution is taken

in informing ships at sea concerning infeoted ports.

This does away with

quarantine restrictions on sea trade and also gives added security.

63

The area now covered by this Bureau is bounded by Panama, 71adivostok_, and
Sues, and weekly telegraph service has been established at one hundred and
eighty-six ports, covering all eastern ports of entry except certain Chinese
ports in disturbed areas.®*
Several health authorities have placed their wireless stations at the
disposal of the Bureau for this wwk.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

65.

6S

Ibid. p. 77.
Saigon, I^alabar, Sandakan, Hong-Kong, Shanghai, Toklo, Madras, Tananrivo,
Karachi, and Nauen.
League of Nations, Alms. Methods. and Activities of the League of Nations,
(Geneva) p. 145-150.
League of Nations Secretariat, Tea Years of k/orld Cogparation. (London, 1930)
p. 238.
Nearly 200 ships were reported to this Bureau in 1932 as having infections
diseases on board. Ibid. p. 238,
26 in Africa, 109 in Asia, 49 in Australia and 2 in America. Of course, it
is difficult to determine now many of these in Asia at present have irregular
service due to disturbed conditions in the Orient.
Ibid. p. 238; Jackson, Hall joith, ed. op. cit. p. 76.
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46.
An «nonmous amount of work has been aocouplishad by this Bureau eiixce its
establishment In 1925, not only in the reporting of epidemiologioal intelligence,
eg
but in the research field.
The surrey system has been much employed for the
purpose of gaining information ooncerning eiroumstanoee faroring the beginning
of epidemic diseases.
Annually since 1934 it has organized a course in malariology,

Bxpert

malariologlsts from other countries as well as the Bast, instruct young doctors
of public health administrations to deal with this dAseaae, probably the greatest
problem of the East.

In the spring of 1934 an International Conference on

Malaria was held at Singapore at which time twenty-eight officials attended
from Australia

67
and the east and south ports of Asia • and availed themselves

of laboratory study in Singapore

and field work in ocpbating malaria in

Netherlands, Bast Indies, Indo-China and Kalsy.^
Interest in research the last few years in Singapore has centered about
the preparation for a meeting of en international Conference on Rural Hygiene.
In 1932 Indian and Chinese delegates jointly proposed an Inter-Oovemmental
Conference on Rural Hygiene for Eastern Countries.

The Health Gotmnittee of

the League proposed that It be held in 1937 in Bdndoehg (Java), by invitation
of the Netherlands* Government, and a oomnission of three men made preparations
for this Conference at which all but three countries were represented.

69

A visit was made in 1936 by the Commission to India, Burma, Malaya, Siam,
Indo-Chlna, the Philippines, Dutch East Indies, and Ceylon to investigate
conditions preparatory to study at the Conference.
66.

67.
68.
69.

In the research field the Bureau has carried on investigations of plague,
cholera, port quarantine, and seasonal prevalence of epidwdcs. Dr. 7, G.
Boudreau. ^^International Health", in American Journal of Public Health,
XIX (1929), p. 871.
China, Strait Settlements, federated Malay States, Indo-China, and slam,
Monthly rurrzrry. XIV (1934), p. 115.
Dr, Offringa, Director General of the Public Health Services of the
Netherlands Indies, was made President of the Inter Governmental Conference
0 t Far Eastern Countries on Rural Hygiene. Monthly Sumaary, X7II, (1937),
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47.
Hot only health wqwrts, but eanltary engineer a, Teterinarlea, and
educational experts attended the Conference in August 1937, to discuss the
foHoeing fire point program*
(1) Health and Medical Serriees.
(2) Rural reconstruction and collaboration of the population.
(3) Sanitation and Sanitary Engineering.
(4) Nutrition.
(5) Measures for combating certain diseases in rural districts.
This International Conference «as considered a great success in "awakening
public opinion, showing the urgency and complexity of the ijroblamn being dealt
with, and enlisting the coopération of all those who, in various capacities,
71
are to asftist in the practical application of the recommandâtions."
The greatest factor In the success of this great Eastern undertaking,
voluntary contribution of Infonoation and servioe, by national governments
for the benefit of all has been emphasized by Dr.. Boudreau:
"All the Information received at Geneva, all Mxe cables sent to
Singapore, are voluntary offerings of the health administrations
concerned— no health administration is obliged h j any international
law or agreement to go to the trouble and expense of collecting
and transmitting this Information to Geneva or Singapore.
This will serve to mphasize the fact that the League has pro*
vlded in the field of international health a means of giving
practical expression to the desire, nay, to the need, of the various
goverœumts for collaboration in the prevention of disease.
Malaria Comission
The study of special epidemic diseases as a part of the work of the
Epidemiological Intelligence Service could not be discussed under a general
history of that service because of the technical nature of these various diseases.
70.
71.
72.

Ibid. p. 67.
Monthly SulTV&ry. 3C7II (1537), p. 221.
Dr. y# 0# Büudroau, "International Health," in American Journal of Fublio
Health, m ,
(1929) p. 871.
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48.
and also beoauas of the fact that tha Inrsstlgations of most of them has not
been considered a pexmnent work of the League Health Organization.
The work of the Salarial Commission, however, is an ezoeptlon.

It has

covered such a long period of time, and Its investigations have been carried on
In 80 many countries that it Is considered along w i ^ the Epidemiological
Intelligence Bureau and the Permanent Standards Commission as a permanent
Coranlssion of the Health Organization.

73

Malaria, as every other disease, increased during and after the war due
to cessation of many health measures, migrations of people, general lowering of
vitality caused by under-nourishment, and lack of quinine*

The increase was

so great that it affected countries that had been without the disease for fifty
years*

74

A sub-committee of the League Health Committee was appointed by that
CoRKiittee in 1923 to study the distribution and character of the dlsease*^^ The
Commission decided to study the foUoi/lng phases of malaria;
(1) Anopheliam'^® without malarla.^^
(2) Anophellsm in heavily infected countries.

78

(5) Production and sale of quinine.
73*

74.

75*

78.
77*

76*

Ifalaria was the first social disease to be considered by the Health Committee
due to its economic as well as health aspect. Essential Facts About the
League of Nations (Censva, 1936) p. 195; or IbiTTSenêva, 1938)1'pV 249,
In Italy eâàârïêTïncreased 20^; in Greece the deaths from the disease doubled;
in Russia the per cent of deaths for exceeded those in Italy. Ponthly
Summary. XI7 (1934) p. 71.
This sub-committee was made up of the most eminent malaria experts in the
countries concerned and later became permanent. Essential Facts About the
League o f Rations (Geneva, 1938) p. 249; Annual Report of the Health Organi
zation for“ Ï930T A . 7 , 1931-111.3) p. 35.
Anopheliam-Study of anopheles, a variety of mosquito «hlch transfers the
malaria genn.
Countries such as Holland and Great Britain are infested with the anopheles
without malaria, thus these countries were studied to discover reasons for
the absence of malaria*
Study tours were sent to Albania, Persia, Greece, Siam, and Bulgaria
idiere anopheles and malaria both are present. Monthly Summary. XI7 (1934)
p. 72.
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Tba work of the Oomnlealon haa been carried out in three waya, namely
by study tour#, collective and individual, into malarial countries where
peculiar condition# of the disease could be studied on the spot; collection of
data throng general inquiry; and intematicmal malarial courses.
One of the earliest study tours was made into the Kingdom of the Serbs
Croats and Slovenes, Greece, Roumanie, Bulgaria, Russia, and Italy.

The

same group of experts made observations at the same time in countries which
differed greatly in regard to conditions favoring malaria.
Conclusions made in 1925 by this group favored opinions of both schools
of malariologista in using methods to get fid of larvae and mosquito at the
same tine that intensive treatment is given patient along with the use of quinin^
Because of the fine results obtained through drainage in prevention of
malaria in Palestine and Syrians Coamiselon was next sent into these countries.
The result

of this tour was to confizm in the minds of the experts the value

of an efficient campaign against malaria through proper drainage.

60

Still another factor in the spread of malaria infection was brought out
by the tour in Spain in the fall of 1985.
migration of laborers from rice fields.

There is in Spain a seasonal

It has often been noted that there is

a spread of malaria whenever groups migrate frim one district to another.

81

This

principle was confirmed in the minds of the experts by this example in Spain.
In order to complete the study of malaria in Europe a study was made of

88
malarial conditions in Corsica, at the request of the French Government, at
the ecnclusloh of which reforestation, idiich would be followed by regularization
of rivers, and regular cultivation of arable land were suggested as measures of
79.
80.
81.
82.

Annual Report of the Health Organization, for 1925, (C.H* 442, 1926-HI-lO)
Geneva, p. 19,
Ibld,..^ 19.
Thls/exwenely noticeable after the war Tidien refugees were moving from one
country to another.
Annual Report of Health Organization for 1925, Ibid. p. 20.
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malarial prevention,'^''
Extremely intereating obaarvatione were made by Dr. Pittaluga on the delta
of the Ebro Hiver to the effect that email domeetie animals attract the malaria
carrying mosquito much more easily than do birds, and whitewashing walls produced
a minimising effect on the presence of the mosquito,®*
At the conclusion of these numerous study tours in malarial countries in
Europe a report of findings of the Malarial CWEcisalon was made to the Health
Comiittee, covering:

anti-malarial measures, methods for the study of malaria,

and prevention and oontvol.^^
It is impossible to describe in sufficient detail more than a few of the
many study tours made.

The tours described above w r e followed by others in

Bulgaria, Oreece, Italy, Albania, Houaania, Eussia, Yugoslavia, India, Siam,
and the Mississippi Basin of the United States.

66

These study tours culminated in a conference at Geneva in 1923 at which
time a sunsnary of ten years study of the malaria problem was made for the purpose
of publishing the findings to be used by public health administrations.

87

It is interesting that many of these findings are the same as malariologlsts
have always believed in, but the many examples afforded by these studies under
various conditions have helped to establish these principles on a much firmer
basis.

The general conclusions arrived at merit repetitioni
"The combination of general and specific factors renders coordinated
international research almost indispensable. The Malaria Commission
representing all the various schools of cmlariology, is able to
coordinate and pool the information and experience acquired by
experts all over the world. There are certain research problems,

83.
84.

Ibid. p. 21.
Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1926, (C.H. 529, 1927-III-1)
p. 13.
89. Annual Report of the Health Organisation for 1927 (A 10, C,B, 682, 1928-*III,1)
Geneva, p. 41.
86 , Brief descriptions of these tours are scattered throughout the Annual
Reports of the Health Organization frSm the years 1925-1938, but there is not
sufficient space to indicate name and page of each, due to excess numbering
of documents.
8?. yopthly Sxamnary. V U I (1928) p. 168-170.
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mortywn, Wilch aaonot be studied except on istematlonBl lines.
ScBie strains of malaria, for example, are virulent in one country
and mild in another. Cross experiipants are necessary and a
careful checking af the factors governing the disease. The compara
tive studies made in the different countries require a eoBrdlnating
center, and the League Organisation fulfills this purpose."®^
A second method of obtaining information employed by the Malaria Commission
is the collection of data through general inquiry.
One exarg>de sill suffice.

In 1931 circular letters were sent to more than

one hundred public health administrations to ascertain & number of facts concern
ing the prevalence of malaria, the number of oases treated annually, the amount
of quinine required annually to treat eases of malaria, and the legislation
governing sale and distribution of quinine «
One hundred eleven health administrations answered, ninety-three of which
considered malaria a problem.
Of course this survey is somewhat inaccurate but allowing for errors it
ga
was estimated that nearly 16,000,000
cases were treated annually; thfcrty-seveh
countries showed an increase in the disease; and twenty-eight showed a decrease.^
Important conclusions arrived at from this questionnaire are: that an
increase in the amount of quinine used produces a decrease in oases of malaria,
and world consumption of quinine is far below the minimum required for treating
all cases.
One of the greatest handicaps of malarial countries is the lack of medical
staff to carry on malarial campaigns.
Arrangevents were made In 1928 by the Health Organization to fill this need
88. Monthly Summary. XI? (1934), p. 73.
69. Of course the number of cases of malaria far exceeds the number treated.
90, Increase of oases of malaria probably means that there was an extension
ia health services and the Increased number of cases reported indicate
increased number of treated cases.
91, j?.e-piireinents of Itolarial Countries and the ?,orld Fre/alence of Haleals.
(C. IT / Malaria/YasT Geneva, 1932. p. 5-9.
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teas national health a&mlnlatrationa by eatabllshing mlarlel courses In
institutions capable of suitably carrying on such a course.

The courses consisted

of laboratory work followed b/ practical studies carried out in c.alarial regions
by expert guidance.

92

Several of these courses were held at Hamburg, London, Eome, and Slggapore 3
and great interest was shown even in the Orient idxare health administrations are
often prone to let things taka their course.

93

These courses are espedially fine for young doctors who wish to besoms
malarlologists in their own health administrations, on account of the opportunibT
afforded to study the disease in several countries.

The League has granted over

one hundred scholarships to doctors attending these courses and seventy-five
have been granted by the International Health Bureau of the Rockefeller Foundation
and by health administrations.^^
In 1934 a malarial course took place in Rome in the new HcJ uriol Institute.
One has also been held in Singapore as malaria in non-European countries presents
entirely different features

' 93

and problems for the malariologist.

Â study of malaria is incomplete without more than mention of quinine.
study has been made by the Commission concerning the use of quinine.

Much

It has

been estimated that in eighty-eight countries less than one half the amount of
quinine required is actually used.
Alkaloid mixtures of cinchona^^ as a substitute for quinine have been
extensively studied through researches carried on in hospitals in Algeria,
Bulgaria, China, France, Italy, Malaya, Morocco, Rome^and Spain.
totaqulna,

The use of

07
$ total alkaloid mixture, hast been fairly successful, althou^

Annual "Bavort of Health Organization to A for 1925, (O.H. 442-1926-111}
Geneva, 1926, p. 19.
93. Monthly Smanary. 71 (1926) p. 122,
94. l-onthly Summary. H 7 (1934) p. 72,
95. Ibid. p. 73.
96. Cinchona is the name of the tree from the bark of*&.ichquluine is extracted.
97 . Quarterly Bulletin of the Health Organization,H I I (1933),p. 254.
98.
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qulnlii* and atebrln araatlll oonsldarad better and there le no drug which will
Qp
prevent a relapse.^
The work of the Malaria Comoleelon le eo ezteneive that only # separate
volume can do It justice and of so aoc|i human Interest, because of Its connection
with the social and economic life of a people, that a study of it seems at
times more romance than science.
Opium Cqanisaion
It is estimted that nearly forty tons of dangerous drugs ere neoesaary
annually for medical and scientific purposes throughout the world.
Distribution is made legitimately by about sixty licensed factories and
many times that muober of wholesalers and pharmacies.

This amount of drags

represents a doxea kinds from which are derived several hundred pharmaceutical
go
preparations. '
International Drug Conventions have acted as barriers to the illicit sale
either of drugs needed for medicine and science or dangerous drugs not needed
for these purposes.

However, in spite of these Conventions^much illicit traffic

has always been carried on.
In 1920 the League through three of its bodies the Opium Advisory Coomlttee,
the Health Committee, and the Secretariat undertook to work out a system by
which each country m l ^ t know the requirements of every other country so that
exporting countries might know Just how much m l ^ t be legitimately sent by then
into each country,

100

Previous to 1920 the Hague Convention of 1912 was entrusted with this
task, taut only six countries had ratified the Convention and as the legislation

98.

Plasmoqulne, atebrln, and totaquina are necently developed synthetic drugs.
Monthly Sunaary. X7 (1915) p. £•
99. Monthly Sucnary. (XXV, 1934), p. 2.
100. Ibid. p. 2.
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both national and lataraatlonal on this question «as negligible, no oountry
knsw Its reqnirenents nor that of any other country.

Besides If there had been

legislation there was no administrative power to carry It out and nothing of
value had been done along this llne.^^
The League sew at the outset that there must be uniform national laws In
regard to the control of opium If the countries were to be governed by one
International law.
Beoause of the necessity for eitremely close coordination between the
departments of national governments and jpractlcally unlversil application of
strict measures to ensure control of dangerous drugs, one can see how difficult
the problem was.^®
At first the Secretariat was wharged with the collection of all possible
data on the subject and to appoint an Mvlsory Commission on the Traffic In
Opium and Dangerous Drugs.

This Com ission has worked on the problem from Its

beginning In 1920 up to the present time, and Is made up of representatives
from twenty-five countries all over the world.
The League outlined at the first the plan which the Oomaission was to
follow and has quite rigidly adhered to It.
Progress of course was slew as It depended on cooperation and In many
eases public opinion, but as some particular country worked out an efficient
plan for coping with the problem It was adopted by the (kumisslon.
Two things have been preeminently responsible for the success of the opium
control, flrdt, the use of the system of "Import certificates" and "export
authorisation,

and the setting up of a^Permnent

Central Opium Board

whose task It Is to watch the International trade In opiuy, using the statistics
101.
102.
103.

Monthly Summary. (XIV, 1934) p. 2.
Ibid, p. 3,
This system regulates Import and export of drugs In each country; They act
as a check on one another and have eliminated the discrepancy between
Import and export. Ibid. p. 5.
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e t goTeraoesta provided In the Convention.
This control was established by the Geneva Conference of 1925 and has
been added to by the limitation of manufacture adopted in the Limitation
Convention of 1931.^^
The estimate system carried on by a Supervisory Board Is universal In
application and by 1933 the amount of fifteen dangerous drugs necessary for
medical and scientificpurposes «as sent to all the countries of the world, and
by 1934 It was of muchencouragement to know that excesses of export andimport
have not been great.
The difficulty faced in 1920 by the League In this regard is shown by the
following exaBxplet
**Xn 1920 one oountry alone* Japan- had available through
manufacture or Import the colossal figure of about forty tons
of morphine, heroine, and cocaine * an amount which Is almost
equal to the estimated needs of the whole world for the year
1934, not only for these three drugs, but for twelve others
in addition."
It Is now possible to say that after 1930 "the appalling gap between the
output of the licensed factories and legitimate medical consumption has been
narrowed down to a email fraction;*
Sor far our discussion has only mentioned the Health Organisation of the
League, but it is necessary to survey the opium situation as a vAole under
League control before one can understand the work of the Health Committee
in regard to opium control.
The Geneva Opium Convention of 1925 protides the procedure Which it is
necessary for the Health Committee to take in cooperating with the League Opium
Board.
A r tic le 6 of th e Convention states
104.
109.

In 1934 there had been 58 ratifications to the Hague Convention; 52 to the
Geneva Convention; and 48 to the Limitations Convention. K.S. XIV (1934),p. 5.
Article S; Application of the 1989 Opium Convention, in K^nthly Sumnary.
n (1931), p. 889.
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"Rhen the Health Committee of the League of Nation#, after haring
suhnltted the question for adrlee and report to the Permanent
Comnlttee of the Office international d*Hyelene publique in Paris,
finding that any preparation eontalnlng any of the narcotlo drugs
referred to in the present chapter cannot glre rise to the drug
habit on account of the medicaments with which the said drugs
are compounded and which in practice preclude the revorery of the
•aid drugs, the Health Coamittee shall communicate this finding
to the Council of the League of Nations. The Council Will
communicate the finding to Idie Contracting Parties, and therenpon
the provisions of the present Convention will not be applicable to
the preparation concerned.*
Article 10 of the same Convention outlines the same procedure except that
it applies to drugs that do give rise to the drug habit.
Prom these articles one can see that the work of the Hualth Committee in
regard to Opium control is merely advisory* carried on by experts respecting the
content of drugs, their effect, and at times a technical interpretation of
certain articles in the Conventions of 1923 and 1931.

106

"Rie Health Committee has since 1925 given its opinion through a sub Opium
Committee in connection with eucodol and dioodide, dllaudlde, benzoyl*morphine
and the morphine esters generally, percaine, heroin pills under the name of

'■y'‘

anti*#pium pills, and a standard method for titrating morphine in rat opium,

106.

Article 10, Application of the 1925 Opium Convention, in Monthly Surmary

ZX (1931), p. 290.
107.

Annual Report of the Health Organisation, for 1927. A.10. 1928. Ill (C.H.
682) Geneva, 1928, p. 47.
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CEAFTZa V.
STEOIAL RE35i^0H PR0rL3.9
Bee&uae of thm «ztremely toolmleal natur* of the lorestigatlone made h f
the Health Organization eonemmlng speeial dlaeasee^lt will be aaoeaaarr to
"hatch the procedure of tha various ooimnlsslons and the general results
obtained.

ITuch of this work has not been considered as perrnanent work of the

organization, but as the need arose, or as requests were made by various
countries, special studies have been carried on by many expert oomolssions.
I should like to call attention to the fact that this work is often
unflahshed, and therefore It Is impossible to render a satisfactory and
complete description of it, as the Health Organization rarely drops a problem
until at least some Important conclusions are arrived at.

If success In one

direction Is not attained by a certain method of procedure, it adopts others,
that may more efficiently lead to attainment of the desired ends.
is not

Each research

as It may appear^an Isolated activity, but a distinct step along the

road of progress totard a well defined and ultimate goal.
Sleeping Sickness
*7n every single territory under British ^ministration from
Gambia in the northwest to Zululand In the isoutheast, the
tsetse*fly has been encountered."^
It is this fly which carries the germ vtidh causes the disease known as
sleeping sl<Aness ^

encephalitis.

This disease attacks both animals, especially

cattle, and people $1though the organisms causing the diseases are slightly
different.
The numbte of people sho die from thi$ disease is not nearly so great as
from many other diseases but the consequences to the native inhabitants do not
stop at the death of many of the natives,
1.

mole sections of Afrftba have become

Address by the Right Hon. Ormsby-Gore, H.P., in Report of the Second Inter

national Conferences on Sleeping Sicknesa. in Paris, 1928,Tc.H. 743) Geneva,
1928, p7 14.
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Ae-populated because their herds of cattle upon Milch they depend for their
living have been killed off by the inroads of this disease.

For this reason It

is both h veterinary and medical problem.®
For many years African Ooverzraents and heaith administrations have been
making a more or less detailed study of the methods of prevention of the disease.
Zn 1924 an Expert Co^js&lsslon on Sleeping Sickness was appointed by the
League Health Organlxatlon.

At a meeting held la London that year It decided

that a mission should be sent to some country where sleeping sickness Is prevalent,
to make an extended study of the disease.
At a conference held In London attended by representatives of the Colonial
IHnlstrlea from Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, Portugal, and Spain
decisions were made to send the Expert Commission^ to Entebbe, Uganda, Africa
because of its favorable situation for study of the disease and the offer of
the Oovernment of Uganda of the use of Its laboratory.^
This Committee met In Entebbe In February 1925 and carried on extensive
research for one year under great difficulties.

At the end of this tine they

asked for a six months* extension of time and an Increase of contributions as
the work had not been completed.

These requests were granted and they remained

another six months.^
As an outcome of the surv<^ and research of this Commission In Africa,a
very extensive report was made and later recommended by the Second International
Sleeping Sickness Conference In Paris, 1928, to be followed by govenmnents where
8.
3.

4.
5.

Ibid. p. 15.
The ComULsslon consisted of Dr. Duke, Head of the Entebbe Laboratory, Chairman
of the Commission; Dr. Lavler, of the Parasitical Laboratory of the University
of Paris; Dr. Van Hoof, Head of the Leopoldville Laboratory (Congo); Dr. Prates,
Head of the Lorenso-ldarques Lab. (Mozambique) and Professor Kleins of the
Robert Koch Institute, Berlin.
Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1925, (C.H. 442, 1926 UI-10)
Geneva, 1928. p. 27.
Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1926, (C.H. 529, 1927 111*1)
Geneva, 1927, p. 16.
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ol08« mparriâloa ooulA b# made,
Tbe work of the Committee was vemly veloomd by many of the Afrftoan
CoTornmant^ many sharing in the expense as OTldeneed by the farewell message
sent to the Commission by Sir William Gowers, OoTemor of the Uganda Pro teetoratm
*'17he work of the Comal salon will undoubtedly mark a new era of
international ooCperati<m among Sll the Powers possessing
territozy in Africa, end I trust it will lead to standards of
methods for control of sleeping sickness,...*• The results of
the Commission's labors will be of the utmost value to African
admlni strati (ms as well as to science.
***^
The members of the Conference in Paris, 1928 felt that it was unnecessary
to form another International Coamnisalon, but decided the work could be
carried out by the national health administrations in Africa with the help of
the Health Organization idiloh might act as contacting agent for these adminis
trations by using the following methods t
(1) Reports by these national administrations la Africa who are
working on trypanosomiasi s^ to a small Expert Commission of the
Health Organlzati(xn ones a year, giving an account of work done.
The Committee would make a sumnary and circulate it to the health
administrations and centres interested.
(2) Encouragement of eodperatlon between different institutes.
This CocEdsslon might make reeossaendations to the Health Organiza
tion once a year for an individual award enabling a member of the
staff to visit special work on this disease in some other country.
(S) Individual "interchanges" enabling research workers in
African laboratories to study sleeping sidcness investigations
in other laboratories,®
% e s e recommendations were approved by the Health Committee at their
next session and their services were placed at the disposal of the various
health administrations in Africa.^
6.
7.

8.
9.

Ibid. p. 46.
Trypanosomiasis, a fever caused by the presence of parasites in the blood
which eat up the red corpuscles introduced by the bite of an insect ; in this
case the fever is sleeping sickness.
Report of the Second Conference
on Sleeping Sickness in Paris, 1928.p. 10,
Annual Report ofthe Health Organization for 1929, A. 9 (G. H. 863)
Geneva, 1930. p. 47.
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Lepromr
D#flait# work lu eoxmwotioa with leprosy w w not vuodertaken hy the
Health Organlsatioa until 1928.

la that year it decided to give a place oa

the lœograa to a etudy of this dieeaee.
A ooucaleeioa was appointed to plan for an international ihnreetlgatloa
of this disease la consultation with leprosy experts.^^
The Commlhslon net in Paris of the same year and came to the conclusion
that xBuoh more information was necessary before an international study could
be arranged and that an expert should be sent to a suitable leper institution
such as one in Brazil,^^
The next year a technical sesretaxy was appointed and sent to Latin
America to make the suggested investigations.

12

Before leaving for America, Dr. Burnet, the Technical Secretary of the
OoxKiission, discussed the problem with experts in England and Sweden.

Upon bis

return from Latin America where he s tudied the question in ten countries,
he made a personal investigation in India, Japan, Netherlands, East Indies, the
Philippines, and Honolulu.

13

Dr* Burnet's report to the Commission in 1930 contained "a digest of the
information collected on the prevalence, treatraent, and prevention of leprosy
in the countries of Europe, Latin America, and Asia.”^
He found less standardisation of method in the treatment and legislation
10.
11.
12.
13.

Document 0. 234. U. 79* 1928. Ill, p. 122.
A. 8, 1929. m . (G.H. 783) Geneva, 1929, p. 44.
Ibid. p. 45.
Annual Report of the HSalth Organization for 1929, A. 9. (C.H.853) Geneva,
1930 p. 34} Monthly Sumnary (Tin (1928) p. 145,
14.
Report of the Health Organization for 1930, (A^ 7. 1931. HI)
Geneva, 1931. p. 40,
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of thl# dlMaao in oouatrlos whoro It 1# a problem than existe for any other
Infeotlone dieeaee.
In Tiew of this oonditlon he stated*
the Commleslon will hare to act not only as a eentre
for the exchange of infoimation and workers, but also as a
eentre for international action.
It may be said that leprologists throughout the world expect
the Commission, backed by the prestige of the League of Nations,
to give a decided impetus to the gropbylaaie of leprosy.*^
This report made a number of suggestions by which this 1 ipetue to the
treatment of leprosy might by given*
(1) Establishment of an international study center at Hio de Janeiro.
(8) Promotion of agreeL-isnt of leprologists on the program of treatment.
(3) Coordination of statistics of lepers and treatment.
(dj Extension of shholarships at centers of research.
(5) Study tours.
(6) Relations with national centers and scientific societies.
(7) Collection of necessary data concerning leprosy for publication
in an International Year Book»^^
A second Conference was held in Bangkok in 1930.

Nhile there the

Commission worked in close contact with the Congress of the Far Eastern
Tropical Medical Association.* The next year it cooperated

at a conference

18
held In Manila at the Leonard t^ood Ifamorial Leprosy Institute.
All the Investigations and conferences seemed to lead to the necessity of
standardization of treat: ant and legislation, segregation of ^ÿtents, early
t r e a t m e n t m e a s x i r e a for caring for recovered patients, a centre for
research study in each country, study of leprosy in medical schools, suitable
15.
16.
17.
18.

Ibid. p. 48.
Ibid. p. 42.
Monthly Summary. X (1930) p. 863.
Monthly Sumnary. X7II(1937) p. 65.
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19
diet and eanitary conditions, and properly applied ehanlmoogra oil treatment.
At the oonelusioa of these Conferences, leprologists were of the dpinion
that progress against leprosy must from then on he the result of new scientific
discoverles.

It was therefore decided that the Cossaisslon should work in

on
connection with the several other Institutes of L e ^ l o g y and concentrate/sons
important prohlaci.

It was for this very purpose that the eentre was establiAed

in Rio de Janeiro.
The eentre started work in 1934 and has given a great impetus to research
in this field.

It is a very eoa^lete institution, auto#omous hut carried on

under the auspices of the Health Committee of the League, one manher of which
together with K. Qulnls, lAo aids in financing the isntitution along with the
Brazilian Ctovernment, form the Ck>verning Body of the Centre.

20

Cancer
When the Cancer Comiission of the League Health Organization took up its
work ia 1923 the first outstanding fact concerning cancer lAich appealed to it
was the great difference between rates of cancer mortality in different
countries, and so it was decided to make a study of cancer in the countries
showing the greatest differences, namely; Englend, Uales, Italy, Holland and
later Switzerland.

21

The mortality statistics of certain foms of cancer itdiich were commonest
and those which could be detected earliest were studied first.
Investigation followed two linesi one based on mortality figures for Italy,
Holland, England, and Wales, and that based on angaries into the history of
19.

20.
21.

Monthly Siomnary. XI (1931), p. 129; "The Principles of the Prophylaxis of
Leurosv%"Pirat General Report of the Leprosy Commission. Geneva, 1931,
p. 9.
Essentiel Pacts of ^ e Lea?we of Nations. Geneva, 1938. p. 295.
Sir George Buchanan, Report ofl the Work of the CMieer Commission of Legffue
Waalth Organization for the Years 1923» to 1987 t'c.H.' 631 {l) (C.H, Cancer
42 (2) ) Geneva, 1927. p. 2.
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living «anoer patients.

Study of 45,000 oases In Italy was made by use of

death certlfleatlott.*®
Gllnleal studies were made la several ways, by study of oases idiloh had
been operated on previously and questionnaires given by doctors In general
practice, and control oases of people who did not have cancer.

The results of

this study were much the same for each country excepting that for certain types
of cancer the mortality rate was highest In England and Wales, the lowest In
Italy.*®
The relétlon between rate of death and age exploded the popular theory
that age 49*59 la the highest In point of cancer deaths.^*
The most interesting Information deduced from this study was tlmt published
In a monograph by Professors Plttard and Klcefaro, members of the Sub-Gocrnlttee
of Statisticians which took Into consideration the racial characteristics In
different parts of Europe In comparing the mortality statistics for cancer.
decisions made

In Italy, England

and Wales, and the Netherlands by the

Commission seemed to be explained ly Inherent racial differences.

This was

also borne up by evidence from tbs study of Immigrants from different countries
Into the United States.

Eowsver, the Conmlsslon will not consider

these

conclusions fixed because the Investigation has not been sufficiently extensive.*^
It Is very difficult to summarlxe the results obtained by this
Commission In certain research problems because they are based on certain
medical knowledge too technical to admit of fair treatment In this account.
Nevertheless, there Is one generalisation of interest from the point of
view of the lay reader. .Almost the entire study was carried on through the______

8S. Sir George Buchanan, Report on the Work of the Cancer Coitgaiselon of League
83.
24.
25.

Health Organization for the Years 1923-to 1927 {o. Ë. 631 (I) (C. E. Cancer
42
) ^neva, 1927. p. 2.
Ibid. p. 5.
Ibid. p. 7.
Ibid. P. 10.
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ooiablned effort of clirlciaxis, statietlolana, eurgeons and health authoritlea
the valuable résulta of which la shown in the following atatemant %
"....«the Coioalssion considéra that one of the moat fruitful
results of Its work has been to obtain a demonstration of the
utility of this national or local expert cooperation for
purposes of research into or reduction of the mortality from
cancer. In its opinion, the organization of group study of
this kind might with advantage be undertaken or extended In
many countries and applied to all varieties and sites of

cancer-**^®
The statistical work of the Sub-Oommlsalon of Statistics has carried over
into the wozk of the International Labour Office.

These findings were of

Interest to that Office in connection with a study of occupational cancer.
Special studies of occupational cancer were made In 1929, of skin cancer in
England, or lung cancer In Austria and Czechoslovakia, as well as certain types
in
of cancer occurring/men of the same occupation In various countries.^'
The extensive use of radium treatment for cancer led the Commission in
1926 to make an Investigation Into the most practical methods of using radium,
by obtaining the opinions of experts.

This Investigation was made in three

Institutions, the Fondation Curls, Paris, the Unlversitlts Frauehkllnik of
Munich, end the Radiumhemmet of Sto<dcholm by three experts one from eajh
Institution, Mho collected statistics from radium Institutions in various
countries which had had long eagmrlence la this llne.^
In 1929 these three experts reported on the methods used in their clinics
and the various methods found impractical, and explained the way in which
radium should be used and distributed.^^
As a result of this report, standard requlreisents were laid down by the
26.
27.

Ibid. p. 10.
Annual Report of the League Health Organization for 1929, A. 9. 1930-III
(C.H. 863) Geneva, 1930. p. 31.

28.

Ibid. p. 36.

29.

Ibid. p. 31.
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Health Gommittee, to be carried out by oountrlee that wished to obtain successful
results in the use of radium,

fourteen countries responded by arranging for
30
IttTestigations of this question.
Sir George Buchanan, British Ministry of Health, represented the Cancer

CoBEdssion at the International Badiologlcal Congress meeting in Zurich, ia
1934.

A conference of four experts arranged by the League Health Organisation

presented the plan that mas adopted by the Cancer Commission in 1928.

This

plan provided for the study of radium treatment of certain types of cancer by
standardizing a smthod of record for each individual case.

It mas proposed

to make a collection of annual statistics from these records from 1936 on for
publication in order to make available definite Inforration for radio-therapists
and Health Administrations, under proper and standardized measurement, and
later to evaluate the different methods^^ used,®^
Smallpox
A special eoa-aittee meeting for the first time at the Hague in 1926, was
established by the Health Organization for the study of vaccination and
epidemiology of smallpox.

Three lines of work were followed by this commission*

(1) Establishment of contact through the Health Section with
all health administrations to ascertain how many oases of
encephalitises had followed vaccination for smallpox.
(2) sending out of a questionnaire to govemnaot-owned or
controlled institutions concerning tha methods of examination,
distribution, and use of vaccine lymph.
(3) Undertaking of a research of laboratory methods used In
establishing strength of vaccine lymph.9*
T
30.
31.
32.
83.
34.

Annual Report of tbs Health Organization for 1930. A.7.1931-III, Geneva,
1931. p. 45.
This information was published in July, 1936. Monthly Sumnary. XVII (193?),
p. 310.
Monthly Sumnary, XU (1934), p. 179.
Encephalitis • sleeping sickness.
Annual Report of Health Organization for 1926, C. H. 529, Geneva, 1927,
p. 19.
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A greet many oases of post-iaooinal sleeping sickness were reported
from Great Britain and the Netherlands «iiieh instigated an investigation of
this situation An various countries which brought out the facts, that this
is a different disease than the sleeping sickness ordinarily found; that it
is not due to aqy particular accident in the preparation of the vaccine, but to
scans unknown factor as yet undiscemible;^^ and tixat there was no reason for
disoontinuanoe of the use of vaccine for smallpox.
Results of the study on the potency of vaccine for smallpox were not
collected until the following year.

At this time a r^ort of the findings of

these laboratories was made, the most important point of which was the decision
to investigate the possibility of adopting a common standard,This oomiittee
did not recommend any one pcurtioular method of vaccination, but believed that
whatever method was used ia any one country should be defined by expert
authority and all results carefully recorded.^
Infant iiortnlity
A somewhat extensive program has been carried on by the Health Organisation
since 1926 in regard to the question of infant mortality.

In that year the

Netherlands* Government suggested to the Sixth Assembly that this problem be
investigated.

The some year the suggestion was acted upon by a committee of

experts and investigation was carried out in several countries in Europe, the
main purpose of which was to gain information as to the exact cause of infant
deaths,

This was gainsd throu^ doctors, hospitals, public health officials,

public health nurses, and other sources; and later issued to various organizations
35. Annual Report of Healtix Organization for 1928, A. 8. 1929-III, (C.H. 783),
Geneva, 1929, pi 38.
36. Ibid. p. 39.
97. Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1926, C.H. 529. Geneva, 1927.
p. 19.
98 . Report of Commission on smallpox and Vaccination, (C. H. 739), Geneva,
1928. p. 9.
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«h08« object is the prevention of fhfnnt mortality, suCh as the joint
Ccmriisalon on Public Health Administration and Health Insurance or the Health
Organization*^®
In 1927 upon retiuest of the Uruguayan^ Government this research was
carried into Latin .America where the member of the Health Section who had
supervised the work in Europe helped to organize a similar sarvey in several
countries of South America, using the methods and plans for study adopted in
the Buropeaa investigation*^
Results of the survey in South America were reported at a Conference in
Lima in 1930 attended by a representative from the Health Organization.

This

meeting was followed by a tour taken by the Organization's representative and
one of the European experts, to Santiago, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, pio de
Janeiro, and Sao Paulo to discuss the findings of the Conference and a general
application of them*
A similar enquiry in 1928 was made in Austria, France, Ggmany, Great
Britain, Italy, Hethsrlands, and Norway and national reports were

heard from

these countries at a Conference in Home ia 1929, covering the déaths of
7,503 infants.

The reports revealed the reasons for deaths and measures of

prevention.
The effect produced upon the people or the regions where the investigations
were conducted was admirable and this effort was followed by others undertaku
by Czechoslovakia, Roumania, Spain, and Yugoslavia*
89*
40*

41.
42.
43.

43

Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1929* A. 1D«1928* III#
(C* H* 682) p. 31*
South America is intensely interested in this subject as infant mortality
is as high as M l per thousand in parts of Bolivia and 144 per 1,000 in
Tenezuela. Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1927. A# 9*
(0. H. 682) p, 31.
Ibid. p. 82.
Annual Report of the Health Organisation for 1930* A. 7. 1931. Ill, Geneva,
1931.III- Pf 86-27. Annual Report of the Health Ooganization for 1929.
i; IÔ. M 2I* III’(C.H. 688) p. 37-39.
Annual Report of Health Organization for 1930. p. 53.
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Lplshnaaloali
la 1925 attention was draim to the prevalence of this akin disease in
Mediterranean countries and sane time later the Office international d*Hygiene
publique and the Health Comaittee eoOrdinated à study of it which later
developed into a repcurt concerning the diagnosis and treatment of the disease
idiloh has been very helpful to physicians.

This report has been published

as several monographs in the Quarterly Bulletin of the Health Organisation.
An epidemiological study of the disease in Spain reported later indicated
that many factors in the problem of this disease must be known before success
45
can be attained in its treatment.
Statistical study has also been carried out in Trance, Italy, Bortigal,
and North Africa and a study of topography in order to ascertain the location
of the parasite in relation to land and animals carrying it.
Babies
The International Rabies Conference meeting in Paris in 1927 offered
suggestions for the treatment of rabies.

Through an investigation into

46
thirty-one thousand cases of the disease in seventeen countries
and the
treatment used the Conference was able to show that no one preventive treatment
49
is better than the one now commonly used.*'
An Important conclusion as to reasons for fatalities from this disease
in non-European countries was arrived at from a study of 69,707 oases of rabies
treated by Pasteur Institutes and collected in a report in 1929.

.

46

45.
46.

47.

Monthly Sumnary. IIT, (1934) p. 192.
Annual Report of tiie Health Organization for 1925 A. 17. 1927. Ill
(C.H. 442) Geneva, 1926. p. 40.
Lt. Col. S. 7. Kendrick, Director of the laboratory of the Royal College
of Physicians in Edinburgh drew up a report of the findings of these
countries ia 1930. Annual Report of Health Organization for 1930, p. 57.
Annual Report of the Health Organization, for 1929. A. o. 1930. Ill
(C. H. 863) Geneva, 1930.
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BoA*BaroiMMuui #r# at a rnnah greater riek frwa rablee beaaoae the bite
of the animal affected often penetrate# more deeplyi the animal 1# often more
rabid; and the victim does not commence treatment soon enoug^.^
Tnbercnlosls
Very Inoon^Iete statistics for the study of tuberculosis were available
before 1925.

This, of course, was very important for purposes of comparison.

Professor Rosenfeld at this time made a veqr comprehensive study e t tuberculosis
statistics with a view toward making then accurate and thus of value In
making International comparisons.**

This report was made use of by a

Tuberculosis Oommtsslon of the Health Organisation In carrying out an Investi*
gatlon of tuberculosis taking as a basis the Increasing, stationery, or
diminishing death rate from this disease In Denmark, Sweden, and Rbrway.^
A final report was given In 1929 drafted from national reports by a tuberculosis
expert.
The study considered essential factors In the life of persons afflicted
such as food, milk. Industrial work of patients, antl*tuberculosls measures
adopted, housing, alcoholism, and conditions of labor.
In 1928 three Commissions made up of bacteriologista, clinicians, and
veterinary surgeons met at the Pasteur Institute to consider
vadclnatlon with

results of

la laboratory animals, cattle, and man.^^

The results of

the Investigations of each of these Cozomlsslons were colieeted by the Health
Oomnittee were suWLtted to a second Conference of experts and In 1927
48. Quarterly Bulletin of Health Organization Vol. I. No, 1. Karch, 1932,
p. 110*141.
49. Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1925. C, E. 442, Geneva, 1926.
p, 13.
50. These countries were chosen because the statistics are fairly accurate
and cover a long period of time. Ibid. p. 30,
51. BCG are Initials standing for the i^amss Bacillus Calmette-Ouerln, a
vaccine adopted by Calmette and Guerin,
52. Annual Report of H. Organization for 1928. A. 1. 1929. Ill, (C. H. 783)
p, le.
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valuable reports on Tuberculin which worn later istandardlzed hy the Pennanent
Standards Com!salon^^ were made on tuberoulosis mortally in J a p a n , a n d
the relation between tuberouloal# mortality and work in overcrowded faetories.

Probably the most ao&^rehenelve atady of this dlseame was made in
Scandinavie by experts and very Important factora brought to light by them In
a report made in 1929.^^
Besides the research studies of special diseases described at some length
in this chapter, the Organization has made partial studies of aloohollmn,
trachoma and Its resulting bllndnesa, typhus, dangers resulting from use of
X-r«grs, deafness, health and welfare of the merchant marine, pellagra, and
various industrial diseases.
Nutrition
The Health Organization has been studying the subject of Nutrition since
1925.

In that year a delegate from Jugoslavia requested the Organization to

study control of manufacture and distribution of food supplies from an inter
national point of view.®®
In 1926 Professor Saikl, Director of the Imperial Institute of Nutrition
of Tokyo, publisbed a pamphlet or collection of data called "Progress of the
Science of Nutrition in Japan", under the auspices of the Health Organization.^^
Ihitrition lectures were given through the Organization by Professor Saiki in
1927 «oncerning nutrition in the %iited States, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile,^
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

58.

y. G. Boudreau, "International Cooperation in Hygiene", American Journal
of Public Health. XOCTII (1937) pi 1105,
Annual
R^ort ofHealth Organization for 1926. Document C.H,249,p. 19.
Annual
Reportofthe Health (Organization for 1929.p. 43.
Annual
Reportofthe Health Organization for 1925,A. 17,1925.Ill
(0. H, 442) Geneva, 1926, p. 42,
Technical (Xnmission on Nutrition, League Health Organization, "The Problem
of nutrition", in Report on the Physlolorlcal Basis of Nutrition.
(London, 1935) revised (Geneva, 1926) p. 3.
Ibid. p. 3.
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The next year the Frenoh Gorermaeat asked that the suhjeot of nutrition
be planed on the agenda of the League Eealth Organization and In eonsequenee
59
the Medieal Director prepared a dooument for the next session.
The first
Interchange in connection with the study of nutrition was one organized by
60
the Health Section to Investigate the milk
supply of the United States, and
the Infotmatlon accumulated by this group mas added to ly the observations
61
made by Professor Pari sot in Trance.
However, these were only preliminary studies and it was not until 1934
that intcmaive work with certain definite alms was started.

This was the

direct result of a request from Chile in 1932 to the effect that the Oi^anlza*
62
tion Collaborate In a study of the popular nutrition In that country.
Dietary standards and a scale of family co-efficients for International
use In order that conqmrlsons of inquiry Into state of nutrition might be made
63
were drawn up eta Rome Conference in 1932.
A Joint commission of experts met In Berlin in 1932 to etudy methods for
detecting malnutrition, the reports of which defined plans used in several
Diropean countries and the United States through social enquiry and clinical
64
examination
In order to compare the state of nutrition in families partially
unemployed and those who had full time employment.

A statistical study made

by the Eealth Organization showed the fact that so fSr the depression had
65
nowhere Increased the general mortality rate.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Document C. 555. M. 175, 1988. Ill, Resolution X71II in Annual Report of
Health Or^nlzation for 1928, p. 61.
Quarterly Bulletin Health Organization. Toi. I. Ho. 1, March 1932, p. 46.
The Information concerning milk was published In two copies of the
Quarterly Bulletin of the Health Organization. Vol. I, Nos, 1 and 4, Vol.
II, Ho. 4, Technical Commission on Nutrition, op. cit., p. 2.
Ibid# p. 3,
ISîd. p. 4,
Monthly Summary. XVIII,(1938) p. 264.
Monthly Suiscary.XIV(1934)
p. 215.
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Zollowlng the regpssts that had previously been made by Chile, France,
and Jugoslavia, that the subject of nutrition be placed on the agenda of the
teagae Health Organisation,

twelve govemaents repeated the request In 1935.

In eonsequence an Expert Coumiesion on Ifutritioa was appointed by the Health
Committee under the chairmanship of Professor liollanby, irofeesoe of Physiology
and Biochamlstiy, at Sheffield tMivereity and Secretary-General of the Medical
Research Council, London.
This Ooiariission drew up a plan for the study of nutrition around which
the complete investigation has centered.

The plan was drawn up according to

the scientific principles governing dietaries of certain groups such as
infants and adolescents.

T»o sub-Commissions made studies of food from the

standpoint of energy produced, that is energy-producing foods end non-energyproducing foods 8U(âx as those containing minerals, salts, and vittmins.^^
A Mixed Committee was appointed by the Council to Investigate the problem
in relatioxi to economics and health by surveying every phase a£ it social,
medical, economical, agricultural, and financial.^
At their first session in Geneva in 1936 a very thorou^ discussion
of the vdiole question from every angle was given, using the London Report as
a basis#G9

Lord As tor, president, made the opening speech, quoting from many

authorities and erperts concerning the value of the study of nutrition by
national goveranents.

An excellent statsiient from the standpoint of ho&lth

from one of the members of the comnittee was quoted by Lord Astor;^^
66. Teohnioal Owmiission on Nutrition,
alt, p. 5.
67. Mont^y Sumnary. XT’, (1935) p. 307.
68# The lintarnational Labor Organization and the International Institute of
Agriculture at Rome are represented on the Mixed Commission. Same members
were named by the Health Rgd Sconomlc Organizations of the League.
Monthly
X7I (1936, p. 47.
69. This also formed a basis for a chapter, •Nutrition and Public Health", in
a report by the Health to the Assembly, ifohthly Sumary. X7I (1936) p.
£98.
70. Dr, McCollum, American member of the Comaittee.
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"*The roaearebes in the fieU of nutrition have a greater value
in preventive medicine in relation to raj.elng the vitality of
mankind, with all that thia inqpliea, than they have in the
prevention of the occurrence of the deficiency diseases* This
fact has never beer sufficiently appreciated*••••
"*It is the gradual operation of more or less constant, but
unperceived causes rather tUan of great exposures of an
accidental nature which In most casts is responsible for
undermining the health of the individual* Of these causes it
now seems certain that the consumption of an Improperly consti
tuted diet is one of the most important* It is one of the causes
of inferiority in physical devaloprrent, instability of the nervous
system, lack of recuperative power and endurance, and a consequent
cumulative fatigue and lack of resistance to infections such as
tuberculosis and other
where specific immunity is not easily
developed by the body. In addition to this, the rate of development
of senile characteristics, and consequently the length of the span
of life, are greatly influenced by the type of diet to which one
adheres,
The London Report entitled "The Physiological Basis of Nutrition," for the
first time gave national administrations a series of principles for their
guidance, recommended by some of the most eminent speclàlists of the world.
It was communicated to various learned societies and social institutes in many
countries in order to obtain through them the advice of specialists interested
in nutrition,and to health administrations of all countries who were informed
of its importance in the scheme planned by the League to improve nutrition*
Further study of certain new problems arising from the application of the
principles of the report has been carried on by the lielloi^ Commis*ion72
through Information gathered from ballet ins of various institutions and members
of public health administrations and the Commission has been confirmed in its
belief that the
"main idea underlying the report, the expression of the new
science of nutrition la regard to protective foods and supple*
mentary energy producing foods, special requirements during
naternity and growth, and the adoption, not of the indispensable
minimum, but of the optimum diet as the standard now hold to be
necessary has met general approval*"73
71.
72.

73.

Dr* McCollum, quoted by Lord Astor in Jfonthly Guraiory* X7I (1936) p. 47.
This was the Technical Comoiseion which was responsible for the London
Report, an outline of ivhich can be found at the end of "Report on the Physio»
logical Baiis of Nutrition," drawn up by the Technical Commission on
Nutrition, (London, 1936) p. 13*27.
Technical Commission on Nutrition, 0£* eit*. p. 11
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woxk from thlo

point on 1# « anttor of ooUaborotioa botmon

antloAftX @»v#rnawt# and to* Loogu#*

In Doooabor, 1936 #%p#rt# not to o^roo

upon toohnionl n»tho6o to b# us*6 to find tho otato of notrltlon for Torlouo
#6**#

Thro* neUiodm woro Ohoooni
(1) lYaetieol Inqoiry or«r a lorg# group of ohil£r*n by Ollnloal
•zanlnatlon of t**th, #kla, ensolMi, and oigtui of fatl^a to
bo rooordod <lth otitor portioular# o f fAyaloal appoaraooo.
(£) Koro tborou^ ourroy of amOlIor grouoo »to apply toato for
latoat aon-appüupont vltanin dofiol. iwy,***4 wtileh wOuld Inoludo
a vory oaroful ollnloal Intorml ozmlnation of oach child and
It# onrlroDoent*
(3) CORplot# cndioal and |»Byohlatrlo «octualnatlon with prurpca# of
dotomlnlng «hat offoot doflolont dlot ha# on tho function#
of th# body#
Tho record of tho child#* pro%roa# la oohool «a# a rogiirod
element of all thro* oxanlnatlcma«7S

food roqulrmmnt# few the flrot year of life wero alao dlaeuaood and a
Mooting for InvoatlGctlon of thla vary Important problem ima oallod In
Dooocdor 1936^ at %*hleh iloo expert# defined theao requlreecnt# In term# of
calorie#, protein, vitamin#, and Iron,and duration of period# for each kind of
food In th* child*# first year#^*
The work don# by thl# CosElaalaft ha# covered problem# In the aolaaco of
nyitrltlon many of which have never been defined, and In the Inqulrle# of diet
and nutrition of many people##

Report# have been rnde on,

"the place of imtritlcm In public health; recent trend# In food
habitai agriculture and nutrition} food jvlce# and ooneumptloni
factor# iRfluenoing food price#} and the relation of Income to
nutrition#"??
Much of the work on thl# eubject has been done by the gconoalc Section
and The International
74.
73.
76.
77.

OrauninaUon often corking with the Health

teoathly surrmry. XTI (1956), p. 377.
Ibid.~p. 377.
Z5d. p. 373.
Icnthly Humaiy. m i , (193?) p. 138.
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OnKanisatlonT^ b#e#u#a of tho ooononio mod flnone loi ampoot# of tho problem#
Ifuoh oo «o odalt of tt oooooolty of thoir oonoldorotlon In treating tho «holo
toupie of imtntloa» «o aro doallng la this «oric malmly «Ith tho medioel sldo#
Xt Is mot out of plaoo, I holiovo# to

a quotatloa whleh suanarlso#

tho groat laportanoo of the oeoaonle «spool of outrltlo»

and Its roXatloa to

health:
Troduotloa* distribution, and eonsumptioa have hitherto
boon eoaslderod mainly as soooonlo problems «Itbout dufflolont
regard to tholr offset oa publie health, but tho offoot of
tho oe<mw4o dopressloa has dlrsotod attention to the gap»vhloh almost orerywhsro exists betweea dietary moods as
determined by lAyelology and the means of satisfying them
under existing eonditlons# The general problem of nutrition
as It presents Itself to-day Is that of hamonlsiag oooaomlo
and publie health development#"^*
la the last fee years nutrition has been an important ^uostloa la tho
fer Bast and has been dlsoussed la tho jSastem a%reau of the Health Organisation
at Singapore#

Laok of proper diet has aleuys been am outstanding oauso of

groat «avos of disoaso la tho Orient and It has now eaught the spirit of tho
oruoade for produotloa, eorreot distribution and eonsnmptloa of better food by
the masses,
Tho question Is by mo means settled and Is of auoh magnitude that only
future generations sen appraise the value of the work done by pioneers la this
field#
T6# "#,.,.tho sueoess of a policy to i prove mtritlou depends upon agriculture,
transport, wages, tariff barriers, 1 port quotas, exchango restrictions,
national security, end armament policy just as it depends upon the efforts
of pul)llc health specialists."
y# 0. Boudreau, "International CoOperatioa la !%rgiens," Morloan ypuroal
of Public realth. m n i (1937) p. UOd.
79. Dr. £• Uurnet and Dr# V# R# Aykroyd, Document C# £33# X, 97. 1934, quoted la
Re^-ert on the ?’hyslolojrical Bases of Hutritlon. (London, 1935) rev, (Oensva,
% 9 3 ^ p. 5.
The dlsouseioB of the scoaonlc aspect of the question centered around
the paradox of a glutted market for the darner and the Insuffisisnt nourish
ment in the protective foodstuffs (meat, milk, fruit, green vegetables) for
a great proportion of man, Mr# Bruce, Australian dtilegate expressed the
remedy In a terse phrase, which sums up the coordination of efforts to roasdy
both evils by "marrying agriculture to health."
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Rurml Bÿrlope afid TTowsliyt
Of no less slgnlfieeaos thwi tbs stw^jr of nutrition is that of rurel
hygluns and housing*

This question vas introduosd by the delegate from tbs

Sranish OoTsroBsat in 1930.
A prepamtoiy oooKitts# oonsistxDg of a subHSoorlttos appointed by tbs
Health Oamittee of the I,!ague Health Organlnation and a repressatatlTS of the
Zstsroatlonal Agricultural Institute, Kono, saleeted three groups of experts to
diseuse questions of sanitation, modioal oars and organisation of baalth serrlees
in rural districts, at a Conférence to be held in Oeneva in 1991.^
Separate conferences of the three groups took place at different ti as
for consideration of tbs various topics relevant to tbs question*
The group dealing with sanltatica oonsid red eater supply; sewage and
refuse disposal; homsing not only private, but public such as soboole, hospital,
villages, and W»e economic aspects of thoss.^^
Erperts in nedlcal practice, administration hygiene, and social Insurance
considered the question of medical ears in rural districts from the standpoint
of tho distribution and mmber of doctors, noracs, other medical personnel such
as pharmacists

ud mod leal institution, and Abe methods to be followed in

supplying the dsriand for thcpi,®2
Organisât ion of health services in rural districts was considered from
the

angle of state and local administrations. Both the old and modern fOms,

part tips health officers with restricted poears and full ti:^ officials with
full responsibility were investigated, as wore also health problems in the
particular area; infant and maternal welfare; campaigns against tuberculosis
and social diseas«»s; sanitation and popular education In hygiene; and first aid
80.
81.

Annual Report of the Hsàlth Orymlsatlon for 1930, A. 7* 1931. Ill,(Geneva,
1931.) p. 11; iîoothly Suat^aiy. H (1931), p. 8d.
fbld. p. 13.

88. fbjd. p. 13#
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«a4 triuuipor%«tloA of «ooKtont «ad «m«rg«noy e«0«««

69

A XMjrtlal ljiT«oil6«tioa of those questions remeled the nsoesslty for the
presenee of esnltmry eoKl*##*#, «grleolturellsts, «nd sDcperts in «oonony on
the Coœlttee for study of rural Xygleoe,®*
At the first CoRferenoe in Gonera in July, 1931, delegates from the
International Labour Organisation, Oerrem âoeial ZnsuraRoe Companies, and
observers fiwn noa»lturopeaa eountrles were present, besides delegate* from the
Health Gom%lttee of the L^^ague Kaaltti Organisation,
A truly international spirit «as manifested in this Oonferenee am expressed
by rrofeosor yiyajl^ of Japan*
"I am sure," he said, "that the Confer#nee marks a great
step Ibrtrard in the organlsatlrm of medleal ameistanee in rural
dlstrlets. For the first time stediood offleers, engineers,
agrleultural exports, and administrators, have some together
to dlsouss the question of organisation of rural life and the
welfare of rural population,**^
%n April, 193% the work was serried a step farther when a seetlonal msetlag
was held under the dlreetion of Institutes and Jehools of Publie Health
from oertaln eountrles,

A eonslderatlon mui given by this group to certain

probleras of the farnhouee and fareÿard sush as adlk, typhoid in country districts,
supply and pur$ficatlan of drihklng water, and treatment of refuse in view of
destruction or flles,®^

As the eradication of flies is a very great problem

from a health standpoint in meny eountrles of Europe, a group of entoooloclstt
was selected w W later held a conference, at which time greet stress was
placed on the necessity for educating the population in regard to the danger
attending the presenoe of house flies, and an extensive program was planned
to fomulate practical methods for t W purpose of eradicating flics from rural
89,
84.
88,
86,

Ibid, p. 13,
i^nthly aurapary. XI (1931) p. 1%,
Konthly SurrJiry. XI (1931) p, 188,
^lonthly Surgery. Xf (1930) p, 90.
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hooAfl Of thl# ##11 known carrier of typhoid.^
The Eealth C<*mltt#c decided to carry oa aa Investigation la houelng
by letting up national comnlttee# la acrerol oouatrles to make technical
Inrestlgatloa# leading up to the fozmlng of general principles of m o d e m hygiene
la town and rural houalng.Comleslon# were fomed la France, the United Kingdom,
Netherlands, Poland, Spain, United States, Sweden, and the U. S. S.

These

eountrles will attempt to work out these principles through a joint Investigation
of health and Industrial e:q»@rts,®^
Plans were made to give publicity to housing at the Paris Exposition In
1937, and preliminary to this in 1936 the Seoretary-Oeneral sent a plan fee
aa International Bousing Exhibition to national goveriments asking for
ways by idileh their administrations might be represented In this plan.^
The program of this Committee Is extensive, scientific, end teohnleal,
but Its object Is to ** arrive at a definition for various climates, customs,
and regions of standards

of lAat Mght be called healthy urban and rural

housing and healthy town and country areas.
In 1932 delegates of British India and China asked the Assembly of the
league for a cBonference similar to the European one on Rural Byglene to be
held In the Far East, and consequently commissions were set up by the Eealth
Committee and a tour was made Into India, Burma, Slam, iSalaya, French Indo*
China, the Philippines, Kethwland Indies, and Ceylon.
87.

The work In this

89.
90.

The fly problem In the Far East has different aspects than that In Europe
and will be one of the problems discussed at the Conference of Rural
hygiene to be held In Eastern Countries In 1937. Mfathly Summary, nr
(1933), p. 332.
Report to the Council on the tTork of the Twenty-Third S@sslon of the
Health Committee, ( G. 198. M. 124. 1936.1X1} Geneva, 1936. p. 2.
I use the future tense here as these plans are being carried out at present.
Monthly Suaaaary. XVI (1936) p. 34.

91.

Monthly Suiaaary. XVII (1937) p. 133,

88.
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79.

go

Confereno# followed tiie £uropeaa plan In tho mo&n#
A Toquoot fioML thirtoon Latin Amorlean oountrioa was also rooelTod
oonoomlng the sunmonlng of a rural hygiene oonferenee t h e r e . I n response
to on Invitation from the liexloan Government to hold this Conference at
llezloo

City, theInternational Labour Office, the Ohlted States and Canada,

and eleven Sooth and Central American eoontries signified thalr Intention
to attend.

The Mexican düegate expressed the Interest of his country In

this work and also In the International cooperation fostered by the health
work of the League in the following terms i
"Whilst having a sincere and complete confidence In the political
Ideals of the League, we are fully aware of the corqilexlty of
the problems, and It Is for that reason precisely that we feel
It Is a duty and a necessity to strengthen International
collaboration In a technical field vdiere passions are not
aroused; and not only for the results obtained by such ooSperatlon
itself, but also as a promise for a better future » as a spark
from which a flame will ultimately arise.""*
Much of this woric on Rural Ryglene and Housing Is at present In the process
of making, but definite conclusions will probably be arrived at In the
General European Conference to be held In 1989 mAlch will be a continuation
of the Rural Hygiene Conference of 1931.

The plan of the League Is that the

Economie and Financial Organisation shall act as a clearing house for all the
findings of the different League bodies on this subject and then deal tlth
rural health In the light of Its relation to economic and social problems.
All of the information collected by various Commissions will be reviewed
and eorablnad with that coming from national govemments to form the basis
for the discussions and final conclusions of this Conference to be held In
1939, and the practical advantages gained from seven years study of this far
reaching problem In providing better living conditions for rural life will be
9S

evaluated •__________
93. Report to the Council on the wojriic of the Twenty-third Session of the H. Com.
(C.158.H.124.1936.XII) Geneva, 1936. p. 4.

S:M œ i

95, Monthly Summary. XFIII (1938) p. 81.
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80.
Oonelualon
Zn th# pr#e#diag chapter# th# purpose ha# been to acquaint thereadar
with the partial and outstanding aohl#T#&ent8 of a part of th# League*#
xmaohlnery for consultation and cooperation.
Th# Health Organization whose constitution although provided few In the
Covenant, came Into being In answer to a great emergency, has grown from this
#mergency Comolselon with a limited sphere of activity to a great organization
whose field la bounded only by the seven seas.
The Assembly ha# Indicated the laqiortant features of Its activities:
continuity, practical utility, and universality.^
Its continuity Is established through the medium of Its regular publications
espeolSlly

the Quarterly Bulletin which records the work of various commissions,

expert Investigations, collection of data and llason between public health
administrations, and certain permanent services established very early In the
life of the Organization; the Epidemic Intelligence Service In 1921, the
Permanent Biological Standardization Commission In 1922 the Interchange ^stem
of Public Health Personnel In 1S2S, and the Malaria Cocmlsslon, 1924.^
The practical utility of the work achieved Is self evident.
International standards for nearly thirty therapeutic agents have been
established by the Permanent Standardization Commission Wilch have been
accepted by forty*one countries of the world.^
The Epidemiological Intelligence Service supplies information to over
seventy«two per cent of the world's population concerning the situation of
epidemics and received Information from the Far Eastern Bureau at Singapore,
1. Monthly Suczcaiy. XV (1925), p. 215.
2. Ibid. p. 216.
S. These agents consist of eleven therapeutic sera, one bacterial extract,
four vitamins, three hormones, five gland preparations, and five other
therapeutic agents. Monthly Summary. XVII (1937) p. 29. Monthly Summary.
XVII (1957) p. 63-64,
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81.

tl» center of a Tast epidemic area, by meana of ten wireleee etatione.
It has been estimated that malaria has been and still is the causa for
more deaths in the world than any other disease, but it has become vastly
less of a menace because of the investigations made Tqr the Malaria Commission
in its teelve years of existence.
Leprosy too vbieh has been a menace to civilization since ancient times,
is being scientifically cared for in one of the best equipped institutions
for the study and care of the disease ever established.
Necessity often is a great source of power.

The needs resulting from

the recent econcsnio depression emphasized the demand for better food and homes
which resulted in an intensive study of nutrition^ better housing, and rural
hygiene in several continents.
Every continent under the sun has at some time or other boras evidence
of the ministrations of this organization and proved its claims to universality.
Sleeping sickness in Africa, leprosy in South America, typhus in Poland,
plague in Russia, study tours in the XTnited States, investigations of
innum»rable diseases in Europe and Asia barely suggest the universal contacts
it has made.

Truly of this Organization one can say, "Prom Greenland's icy

mountains to India's coral strand."
Nk» finer summary of the work of the League Health Organization can be made
than that written by Dr. Victor Beiser, vhose years of medical research and
practice in many parts of the glob), and whose association with the
Organization entitle him to first rank among international medical authorities.
"It is not too audh to say that great success has attended
its efforts in practically every field with which it has
concerned itself."
"The health woxk quickly justified itself. Great epidemics
have been checked, Re-sdttlemmit programs f<n* thousands of
refugees have been carried out. Adequate protection for the
ports of the world and Ships entering therein, have been
secured thiough quarantine measures.
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82.
National health admlnletrqt lone hare reaped the benefit#
of mutual understanding and Inereased appreciation of each
others efforts. An International esprit de corps ha# been
broadened to a degree otherwise almost Ingioeslble, Joint
action la emergenole# such as epidemics has been simpli
fied and made more quickly effeotlre. On# cannot reflect
upon the wide scope and results of the Health Organisation*#
woric without asking the question* If the League can do so
much for the cause of the world's health throu^ International
cooperation, ms)r we not hope that similar concerted effort#
will someday cause the much desired world peadetto appear on
the horlson? laaedlate success Is not nearly so important
as 1# the derelopaent of the will and the means of success.
The health problem of the nation# 1# by no mean# solved,
but Its solution can be greatly aided by the Health Organisation
of the League of Nhtlons* On humanity's behalf the League Is
attempting to banish both dhdease and war forever from the
earth."4

4.

Dr. Victor Helser, "l£Llllon# of Patient#*, American Journal of Public Health.
X m i (1937) p. 619-620.
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APPEHDIg
TnS DÜTIE3 OF THE HEALTH OHGASIZA'nQrr.roP THE LEAQDB

1. AuthorltF*
Artlole 23 (f) of tho Covenant Reoolutlotia on the Aeoëmhly and Counoll*
2,

Dotloo.
(a)

To ttdvioo tho League of Nationo on nattera affooting health.

(h)

To bring admlnlatratlve Health Authorltlea in different oountrioa into
oloaer relationahlp with one another.

(o)

To organixo no ana for more rapid Interchange of information on nattera
auoh aa epidemioa, and to aim^lify nethoda for acting rapidly on auoh
information iriiire it affeeta more than one eountry.

(d)

To furnish a ready organisation for aecurlng or revlalng nocesaary
national agreeisenta teat admlniatrativo notion tn nattera of health,

(o)

To eoOperate with the International Labour Organisation in regard to
measures for the protection of the worker against alckneea, disease,
and injury arising out of employment ; the Labour Organization to act
in consultation with the Health Organisation in regard to all health
matters,

(f)

To confer and coOperate with the International Red Cpoas Societies

and

other similar aocietiea under Article 25 in the Covenant.
(g)

To advise when requested other voluntary organizations in health matters
of international concern.

(h)

To organize misaions in connection with matters of health at the
request of the Council of the League of Nations, and with the
concurrence of the countries affected, under the International Conven
tion signed at Roms, December 9, 1907.*

*

Judith Jackson and Stephen King-Hall. The League Tear Book (New Tork. 1933).
p. 70-71,
-------------------
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RscoHirrraxTOM

of ie al ih

1936

Th# Health Oargaalsatlon of the Lsûgu# of Ration# shall consist of x
A*

A Health Comnittee*— The technical advisory organ of the Council and

of the Assmobly,
B«

A General Advleory Health Gounell— "The Permanent Covnittee of the Office

international d*Hygiene puhllane. set up at Paris hy the Home international
arrangement of December 9, 1907, will act as the General Advisory Health Council.
I.

Heal%& Committee
1.

The Health Com&ittee consists of twelve members, including the President

of the Permanent Cornait tee of the Office international d*%r»lene publique.
irtio will be vice-chairman, ex officio, and eleven other members appointed
for three years by the Council of the League of Nations.

These members must

Include one national of each state having a permanent seat on the Couhoil.**
8.

In accordance with parograi^ 4 of the General Regulations on Ccanittees,

when the Committee holds its first session after each general appointment of
its members by l^e Council, it will draw up and subset to the Council a
general probramne of work for the duration of its term of office, taking
into aooount the recommendations of the annual assembly.*
5#

The internal work of the Committee is govenned by the General Regulations

on Committees, as amplified by the Rules of Procedure of the (kmnittee.
n.

General Advisory Eealth Council
1.

In accordance with the provisions of the scheme approved by the Assembly

of the League of Nations in 1923, the General Advisory Health Council)

(a) Will consider, discuss, advise or report on any questions vihich may
•

Monthly Summary. (171, 1936)

p. 261.

**

This was amended to read:...Fthese members necessarily including the
reiu’esentatives of the principal national health adiainlstrations." Monthly
flwrniiary. (AVI, 1936) p. 261.
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3.

1m «abmitt*d to it >7 th# Health Oommitte# of the League of
Hatlonei
(b)

Will tranemit to the Health Committee an question «hioh It

thinks desirable for the Health Committee to study.
2*

The annual aesenably of the General Advleory Ccmncll shall be held In

Paris at the end of one of the sessions of the Permanent Committee of
the Offlee International d*HyAlene publique» An aooount of the work done
by the Health Organization during the past year and an outline of the
programme proposed for the following year shall be submitted to this
meeting by the Health Owrolttee.

The members of the Health Committee

shall

be entitled to attend this meeting.
The States Members of the League of Rations vdiloh do not participate In
the Pfflee International d*Hygiene publique, and which did not accede to the
International agreement of December 9, 1907, shall be Invited by the
President of the Permanent Committee of the Office International d*^gleno
publique to send representatives to this meeting.

They shall defray the

traveling expenses and subsistence allowances of their representatives.
The subslstenee allowances of the members of the Permanent Committee of
the Office International d'Hygiene publique during this special meeting shall
be defrayed by the Office International d'Hyglaae publique. The expenses
of the members of the Health tkmmlttee, unieas

they are members of the

permanent Coamlttee of the Office, shall be defrayed by the League of
Mations,
The detailed agenda of the meeting and Its duration shall be fixed
by eoBsaon agreenent between the President of the PermnSnt

Committee of

the Office and the Chairman of the Health Coamlttee.
The records of the meetings shall be sent to the Secretary-General of
the Lea (me of Nations.
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4.

The exeeutire details shall he fixed by agreement between the
Ssdretary-Oeneral of the League of Nations and the President of the Office
international d*Rygiene publique,
3#

% e Health Section of the Secretariat of the League of Nations and the

Office international d*Hygiene publique will keep closely in touch.

Each

will communicate to the other all documents relating to its work.
A copy of each of these documents will be sent direct to every member
of the Committee of the Office and of the Health Committee of the League of
Nations.t

$

Draft of proposal submitted to Council, Assembly, and Office international
d»Hvfiene publique for reforming Health Organization. Ionthly Sumary.
(X7i I jL936) p. 261. This proposal became effective October, 1936. M.S. (X7II,
1937) p. 18.
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PIYISIOMB AM) «013223 OF D2l-Aa!C'iJ?r3 OF L -ACUg
I#

A>« AdiatntstratiV# Coühülsülosui»
B.

Fzoteotlon of Klnoritl##.
Flii&aolal Sootioa au& Eoonomio Ixitelllgeoo#.Servie#.

B.

SooUon of Boonomlo Bslatlomi.

Ill#
IT#

Social %a#atioma#

7#

Legal Seétioa.

71#

A# Mandat#*.
b# Slavery.

VII.

Commuaioatloa* aad Transit.

IX. Diaammaeat.
X#
XI.
XII.

Financial#
Traffic in Opiua and Other Dangerous Drugs.
A. Intellectual Cooperation.
B. International Bureau

XIII. Refugees.*

* Key to League of Nations* Docuoent* Classification, p. 13, placed on sale
by Marie Corrotl, 1920-29—
orId Peace Foundation, Boston.
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OFFICIAL IIUITERS U3I3) IH O m C I A l DOOUr-^mVS

Amlm 1921 « Aascobly aooument mmber one diatrlbut«d to 1921 Aasombly.
0* 1* 1921 # Counoll document aunber on# distributed to members of Council
only*
0.

15 If. 10. 1921 m It was the 15th document distributed to the Council

In that year and the tenth to the member states.
0. L. s Circular Letters sent by Secretary General to members of League.
Roman Numeral
C.

Indicates the department of the Loague.

92 M. 47«*-1922 a 92nd document Issued by Council to Members of Council

and 47th Issued to Member States In 1922.
O.I.C. I. 141 m International Commission on Intellectual Cooperation, 141
signifies the 141st document distributed to that committee.

These committee

and conference numbers are continuous for the life of the body to idileh they are
distributed.
Official Numbers In parenthesis as C. 190 (1) means the edition usually

a revised foxm.
Official Number with parenthesised lower case letter Indicates a supplement
to a previous document.
0. 73 (a) : Contains matter supplementary to C. 73.
Ser. L, o N. F. : Series League of Nations Publications Language of
documents In French and English.
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pRsssOT HSALTH oRa^jiizATioa omcrxs
Constltut«d by th# first Assembly la 1920; reorgaaized oa a penasaeat
basis by the third Assembly la 1922; tea of the msmbers of the Health Committee
are aomlaated hy the Committee of the Office iateraatioaal d*Hygieae publique
and six msmbers are appoiated by the Gouaeil.

The Couaoil may appoiat

Assessors she rank as members#
1.

The Health (kaaaittee
m t . 0# BASTZABEZU

(Italiaa)

PROF# W« BROSnSR

(U. S. S. R.)

DAMB JANET CA2:!FBEXX

(British)

OR* E * OARRZiRB

(Swiss)

DR. WITHOUD CHODZKD

(Polish)

DR. DOJIS J. COFFEY

(I. F. 3.)

soRG-ozN. B. S. cm !xm

(Amerieaa)

PROF. J* Oé FITZŒERAID

(Caoadiaa)

DR. J. HKNO LIU or DR. F. C, YS»

(Chinese)

DR# HU3AMBCTN EURAL

(Turkish)

DR. H. 1Î. J. JITTA

(Dutch)

DR. BELA JOHAN

(Hungarlaa)

PROF. RICARDO JORGE

(Portuguese)

DR. LASNET

(French)

DR# A . LOTRÂRIA

(Italiaa)

DR. TH# ICADSES

(Danish)

DR. U. T* lORGAS

(British)

PROF. JACQUES PARISOT

(French)

PROF* CU3T;.V0 PTTTALUaA

(Spanish)
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2a

BT*00(Le A* 7a Ha RÜ3SHI»

(Xfidift)

DRa m d s m )

(Belgian)

Î3R. B. SBARSEf

(D.S.S.R.)

PRQFa Aa 30RD2XLI

(Argentinian}

DR* Ka TSUHUMI

(Japanese)

Committees in Relation with the Healtii Coamlttee,
(a)

Malaria Comniselon#
Choi naan»

DRa A. LUTSARIO (Italian)
yiee-Chaineam*
PROF. 0. BÀSmH£lXI
DRa W* Ca HDGKigPT
DR. BUSAMETIIR KURAL
001.

S. Pa J8UE3

ISOr. RICARDO JORGE
DR. LA3RSP
PROfa Oa PITTALDQA
BT-COl. Aa J. H. RÜ33SIL
HIOF. la SBROSOT
Experts»
1C. BOKAMIOO. Chief of the Bureau of Civil Engineers, Rome.
DR. Fa BOYD, International Health Board of the Rookefeller
Foundation.
K.CF. BRUMPT, Faoulty of Ifedioins, Paris.
DRa CADI T>2 BIDSH, Central Malaria Oomnlssiom, Madrid.
LXEUmART-COL. S. R. CHRXSTOmRS, Central Research Institute,
Easault (India)
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9.

MAJOR G» CoVîkLLy I# M» S*, Aaot* Director, M&larla Surrey,
ICaeaull (IMia)
DR* J* M» fISlD, Senior Malaria Officer, Znetitute for
Uedical Reaearoh, Xuàla Wapur (Fed. Malay States).
DR* R* GRERH, Médical Research Institute, Kuala Limpur
(Fed* Malay States)*
DR* I, G* ELISES, Health Department, Fewish Dhirerslty,
Jeruaalffltt#
PROF* MAKCUEUX, Pasteur Institute, Paris.
DR, À* lüSSIIffîLI, Director of the Exparimontal Station for
Anti«^alaria tfork, Rome.
PROF, D. OTTOLENGSI, Royal Unirersity of Bologna,
PROF* SCnDlFNER, Director of the Tropical Section of the
Royal Colonie Institute, Amsterdam*
MAJOR J, A* SIRTOR, Director, Malaria Surrey of India,
Kasauli*
HiOF. H. K* S.vKLÎÆMGREBEL, Institute of Tropical Hygiene,
Amsterdam*
SIR RALCOUl HAT30R, Rose Institute and Hospital for Tropical
Diseases, London,
DR* C. M* ’
i.asnfOK, Director in Chief, Wellcome Bureau of
Scientific Research, London*
Correapoading Menfcers
DR, AKIGSTEIH, State Health Institute, Jaraaw,
DR. U. BALFOUR, Health Center, Athens,
DR. A, BARBER, Rockefeller Rouadation, New York.
DR* C. A, BZinLEY, Director of Public Health, Calcutta,
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10

DR. R. K* COILIKS, RoeknfaXler Foundation, lîlniatrjr of
Health , Sofia.
PR. F3RREL, Rockefeller Foundation.
FROF. CARLOS C. BDFRZN, Biological Institute of the
Rational Uhivereity, Chief of the Dept, of Parasitology
of the Jfoalth Institute, Mexico.
PROF. MAKA30 SDZDZUUI, Faculty of Medicine of Xeio UniTersity,
Japan.
OR. A. LA BRaNCÂ, of the Italian Public Health Servioe.
OR. K. MARSOFF, Inspector of Malaria attached to the Bulgaria
Public Health Service.
PROF. MDLLQFF, Faoulty of Medicine, Sofia.
DR. PELTIER, Health Service of the Colonial Troops, Marseilles.
PROF. CLAPS SCHUXIRO, Robert Koch Institute, Berlin.
PROF. P. C. s mO OO T, Director, Institute of tropical
Medicine, Moscow.
DR. R. SOESILD, Chief Of Anti-Malaria Service, Batavia.
DR. A. I. 8TAKT0H, Colonial Office, London.
DR. SEHIOR WHITE, Chief Ualariologist, Bengal-Hagpur Railway,
India.
DR. L. L. WIHIAMS, Chief of Antimalaria Section, U. S. Public
Health Service.
DR. WARRHDTOK lORKS, Prof. of Tropical Medicine, School of
Tropical Medicine, Liverpool.
PROF. 0. ZOTTA, Professor of Parasitology, Serological
Institute, Bucharest.
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11.

Ne# Oorreepondlng Member#:
DR. BAHBIERX
MR. CARTER
DR. MIRA
DR. UVADA3
DR. DE M2HI.0R
DR. MJRIR
DR. RAIDCaT
rm. 9CIT.7ETZ
DR. TAO
(b)

Orltm CoPimlsslott of the Health Organization:
DR. H. C A R R l W (Cbalman)
DR. CHDDSKO
SLTG. G a L C i m U W
DR. EUSAMETTIR KUIiAL
DR. J. iISRG LXO
FR07. RICARDO JORGE
DR. T. ÎSMOSa
DR. N. TSORim
BT.i-001. RG33EU.^

1.

Europe, I (1937), p. 7-8
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12.

OyrrC KIS o r

f ir s t

PER*%KBNT mALTR CO**IITTEB

Appointed by Councili
Professor liadsen (Danish)
Professor Lebn Bernard (Prenoh)
Professor Ottolanghl (Italian)
Dr. Jltta (Dutch)
Dr* Bittaluga (Spanish)
Dr. Chogas ( Brasilian)
Appointed hy tbs Office international d>Hygiene publique*
Surgeon-Oanerel Bagh S. Cummings (American)
Dr. Baynauld (Praaoh)
Sir George Buchanan (British)
Dr* Dutrarlo (Italian)
Dr. Carrlef-o (Swiss)
Dr. Granville Pasha (Egyptian)
Dr. Ricardo Jorge (Spanish)
Dr. Mlmbola (Portuguese)
Japanese repreeentative
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13.

TYPICAL YEAR'S WOTg DORS BT HEALTH 0I1G;J'I%ATI0N OF IFAGUS OF m T I W 3
Below will be foond aa oatline of the woik of the League*# Health Organ!aation for the year 1928.

Thia may be eonaidered an arera^e year aa the Organisa»

tion had been in operation aeven years and it is now ten years einoe this report

waa made.
International Health Studies and Conférences.
1.

Conferenoe of Far Eastern Health Officers in India,

2.

Session of Permanent Standard Conrlisioa, Frankfurt.

3.

Session of Cancer Committee.

4.

Second Laboratory Oonferenee on Serodiagnosia of Syphilis.

5.

First Interchange for Study of Rural Hygiene.

6.

Malarial courses in Eambu%, Paris, Rome.

7.

Malaria Conference, Geneva.

8.

General Interchange of Public Health Officers, Italy.

9.

Technical Conference in Paris on Study of Vaccination for Tubercu

losis by Meana of B.C.G.
10. Second International Conference on Sleeping Sickness, Paris.
11. First Session of Sub-Conmittee on Preventive Medicine, Paris.
12. Subftoossittee for Radiotherapy of Cancer and Occupational Cancer.
13. Caomlssiona for Opium, smallpox and vaccination^ Health Experts
on Infant Mortality.
Service of Epldemiolo^cal Intelligence and Public Health Statistics.
1.

Publication of Weekly Record In which was given the official

communique of Office international d*Eygiene publique, according
to International Sanitary Convention, 1936.
2.

Substantial increase in amount and importance of the information

submitted to Singapore and Geneva in telegraphic fOxm.
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14.

3»

Bÿidnnlo of lofluensa In United States late In 1928 fully reported

in Weekly Record owing to kindness of Surgeon General Gunnings,
4,

Daproved method of presenting

material in Monthly Epidemiological

reports from Tarions countries.
Eastern Bureau at Singapore.
1.

New porta added.
a,

Pnosa-Penh, Indo-China.

b. Ken jam. Per si en Gulf,
e. Task, Bulf of (huan.
2.

Progress made in securing Information from Chinese ports.

3.

Epidmnio information now receiTed from chief guarantine officer

regularly by telegraph, Aishirç, Persia.
4.

Presence of plague-infected rats reported from twelve ports.

5.

Five additions to list of countries reporting regularly by post

made in 1928.
6.

A summary of the weekly massage is now broadcast in clear by

Bandoeng, Kadras, Karachi, and Tokio for the benefit of shipping.
7.

Information distributed by Par Eastern Bureau in 1928 in 143

ports.
8.

160 ships reported as having on board patients suffering from one

of eig^t infectious diseases.

Bureau notifies next part of call in

eases of smallpox, cholera, or plague*
9.

Publication# of PeT Eastern Bureau, Wetdcly Fascllulus. only

periodical publioaticm of Bureau containing similar material to
weekly and monthly publication at Geneva,
10.

President of Sanitary Commission of Egypt and Director of Par

Eastern Bureau exchange information concerning pilgrims.

If cholera

breaks out Bureau is notified at once.
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15.

.

Publio Health Statiatles.
1. RaTision of International List of Causes of Death by eoCperation
of CommlseioD of Expert Statisticians of Health Organization and
CoBzaittea of International Institute of Statistics.
Statistical Publications.
1.

International Tear Book.

S. Two new handbooks added.
a.

Public Health Services In New Zealand.

b.

Official Vital Statistics of Switzerland.

Interchanges.
1. India.
£• Six European countries.
3. Italy.
Technical Cooperation with Public Health Administrations.
1. Latin American Countries.
a. Infant Mortality.
b. Leprosy.
0 . Relations between Public Health Services end Health Insurance

Institutions.
d. Study of Interchanges In Latin American Countries.
e. Establishment of International School of Public Health In
Rio de Janeiro.
Work In Greece.
1. Cooperation against tuberculosis among refugees,
g. Qofiperatlon against epidemic of dengue,
3.

Cooperation in reorganization of Health Administration In Greece.

India.
1. President of Health Committee attended Session of Advisory Council
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1C.

of Eaatern Buroau at Sew Delhi and 7ar Saatera Ab s o elation of
Tropical Kedioine at Calcutta*
S. Inaugurated intereUange in India*
Alooholim.
1* Collection of full statiatioal infoimation regarding alcohollam
for Sweden, Finland, end Poland*
Yellow Fewer*
1* Cooperation with Belgium concerning disease in Congo region*
Welfare of Blind*
1* Obtained information from Tarions countries on welfare of blind,
3. Cooperated with International Labor Office in this work.
Study of Dangers from X-Bay*
Nutrition*
1*

$

Collection of information,*

"Annual Report of Health Organization,» for 1928, Official Recordl (A, 8 -C.H*

783)-III, 1929.
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17.

Afghanistan

Jrance^

Albania

Great Brltfia

Panama

Argentina

Greece

Paraguay*

Australia

Guatemala*

Peru

Austria

Haiti

Poland

Belgium

Banduras*

Portugal

M U t o ?

Hungary

Rumania

Bulgaria

India

Salvador

Canada

Iran

Siam

Iraq

South Africa

Irish Tree S^ate

Spain

Columbia

Italy*

Sweden

Cuba

Latvia

Switzerland

Czechoslovakia

Liberia

Turkey

Denmark

Lithuania

Uruguay

Dominican Republic

Luxemburg

Ü. 3. S. R.

ëSSSâSS

Mexico

Venezuela

Eatonia

The Netherlands

Yugoslavia

Ethiopia

5S£ &e*l&pd

Finland

Nicaragua*

Norway

*

XuropA I (1937), p. 3. States Members of the League make up the Aeseaibly,
Ibid* P# 3*
Bo longer members.

z

Barnes of oountries underlined la red

T

Indicate permanentmembers

Xx Barnes of eoaatrles underlined thus

ofCouncil,

indicate countries elected
Assembly for three years, three retIrIng""eaoh year.
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le.

tTAOrn
Official»1
S»er»taxy«Oenaralx

JOSKPH AVCfHÂL (Trench)

Chief of Cabinet, M. EDICN (Trench)
Deputy-Secretaries-Oenoral:
1»

Xn charge of Intellectual Cooperation Section, M« F1L0TÎI
(Italian)

2. 8E m lESTER (Irish)
Cmder-Seeretary-Oeneral
In charge of Political Section, T* P. WALTERS, (British)
Central Section*

I. W. laLSCH (New Zealand)

Mem. of Section, Â. 8WEETSER (American)
Legal Adviser to Secretariat i L. A. FODTSTÀ COSTA (Argentinian)
Treasurer*

S. T. JACKLXR (South African)

Librarian*

DE. T. P. SETEÎSMA (Dutch)

dftdtlonsi^

See page 5 Appendix. The classification with the numbers and letters
attached are given In all League of Nations* publications. Those marked III
Indicate RealQ*; those marked VI A. Indicate Mandates, etc. Carroll, 0£. olto.
p. 13.
The classification in Nuropa I (1937) Is slightly different as It uses
Sections of work rather than sections based on pmblications, with the numbers
and letters attached are given In all League of Nations publications. Publi
cations marked III Indicate Health; those marked VI A. Indicate Mandates
etc; Carroll, o^. clto. p. 13.
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19.

AID RECEITED FROr TK5 H0CK5FELLEH K>WD/JION
1982
The Foundation agreed to support the disease-reporting serrloe for five
years and the International exchange of health personnel program for three
years,*
Amount contributed - $15,020.

1923
Supported through League of l&tions Interchange, Institutes for 54 publie
health officers from twenty-seven nations.

Appropriations made for

special course for health officers under ausploea of League Health orgonlxatloa.

Three years provision by International Health Board of Foundation

for Interchange of publio health officers.**

Amount eontrlbuted-$98,940.89.y
1924
Aided EpldemlologLcal XntelUgenoe Service and international study tours
of 99 officials f x m twenty countries . w
Agreed to eld Singapore Bureau for a five year period not to exceed
$125,000.*»
Amount contributed - $151,400.50*'^^
1925
Annual contribution - $176,405.68''^

1926
Helped League Health Organisation conduct international study tours for
*
**

Annual Report of theRockefellerFoundation
for 1922,(New York, 1922) p. 9.
All following Information comesfrom theYearly Reports of theFoundation,
thus only year will be stated. 1923. p. 121.

T

1929, p. 293.
1924, p. 8.
1924, p. 155.
1928, p. 293.

W
O

OO
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wO.
^

health offlel&Ls ftor 48 eoimtrlee.*
Annual oontributioA • $126,942.14#

192?
Ib 7ohruaxy the Fouaiatlon renewed for a period of seven years beginning
in 1988 an agreement with the Health Organization to promote spécial
aotlTitles relating to the advancement of vital and public health statlstlcsJlB»»
This grant assisted la the organization of a center of public health
documentation in Geneva,***
Annual contribution - $94,864.15®
1928
In collaboration with Organization contributed to three interchanges of
health personnel, one in India; one In Europe; a third in Italy,®®
Annual contribution - $123,497.81^
1929
Pledged an annual sum to extend over three years to continae international
exchange of health personnel#'*^
A revolving fund of $723,979 was established i%f 1929 therefore annual
contribution was not listed,
1930
The same Is true of 1930, 1931#
1932
During year a representative of the Foundation attended a Conference at
Cape Town, Africa, called by the Health Organization where the subject of
•
♦♦
0
00
W
Y
j

1928
1926
1927
1928
1928
1928
1929
1930

p. 293.
p. 51#
p. 191#
p. 293.
p. 26.
p. 293,
p. 144.
p. 11"
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rl»k of traaaiaisBlon of yollow fever by aircraft was dlacuseed,**
Annual contribution • $129,457.86.^

1933
$263,170.45•

• Annual contribution.

1934
Annual contribution - $143,425.15*

1935
Three fellovehlpa granted League of Nation#.
Annual contribution# • $105,220.56.**

1936
Annual contribution *- $96,692.***

XX

*
*
**

1932
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

p.
p.

p.
p.
p.
p.

42-43
352.
373.
311.
389.
553.
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"A Watoh on Dlaaaaa», quoted from The London Tlaee in Soiemoe 5.3..

(19£8), 484-485.

------------ ----- -----

LXVH

Baesett. John Spenoer. ^ L e a g u e of Nation#. A Chanter in World PoUtice.
Sew Yoik, 1988.
------------------ “------------------- *
Boudreau. ?. G. •International Health* in Amerioan Journal of Puhlid Health.
ZZX (1989) 863-879.
Dr. Boudreau mam a Iteaber of the Health Section of the League Health
Organisation at this time.
Boudreau. Dr. F. 0. "Kierobee Know No Control", in Rotarlan U

(1937), 87

Buehanan, Sir George. Henort on the Work of the Cancer Comolsslon for 1923-1987.
(C. H. 631. (I) (C. H. Cancer 4STsTT*GeoeTa, 1987.
Buck, Pearl 8. "China and the West", in Annals of American Academy, CLX7III
(1933)
"Campaign for Better Nutrition Reaches Far East Countryside", in Christian
Science Kfonitor. October 9, 1937.
Eagleton, Clyde.

International Administration. Near York, 1938.

Eden, Anthony. "Present Position of the League of Nations," in Vital Speeches.
17 (1938), 375-6.
Eichel, Dr. 0. S. "The Health Cwmittee of the League of Nations," in Science
N. S.. LX (1924), 229.
Dr. Eichel, vas at this time Director of the Division of Vital Statistics
of the LesL^ue of Nations.
Ellis, C. Howard.
London, 1988.

The Origin. Structure, and Working of the League of Nations.

Book on Constitution of League.
departments.

Little given concerning technical

"Epidemiologlcal Situation in Eastern and Central Europe", in Epidemiological
Intelligence Bulletin. No. 3. Genera, 1922.
Contains information concerning the epidemic situation in Russia, Poland,
and surrounding countries.
Europe, Vol. I. (1937)

Gives enoyclopedioc information on League.

Geneva Research Center Genera Special Studies, II, No. 10. - 27.
Heiser, Victor. "Millions of Patients," la A-erlcan Journal, of Public Health.
XX n i (1937). 619-680.
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11.
Hudeoa^ lâmlejr 0.
1925*

3%# fifth Birthday of the League of Rat lone. New York,

Manley Ehdaon until laet year wee Profeeeor of International Law at
Harvard, now Amerioan Représentative in World Court.
Hortwood, Lord Allen. "Publie Opinion and the Idea of International Govern*
icenti" in International Affaire. ZIII (1934), 186-207.
T ^ . far Clouds in Skiea of the far TSaat. Raw York and London,
Deals with the Sino-Japanese aituation from 1931 on.
Jacklin, Seymour. "Financial Poaition of the League of Ration#," in
Monthly Stnartarv of the League of Ration#. H 7 (1934), 180.
Seymour Jaoklin, Secretary of the League of Rations.
fame#, S. P. "Cheorotherapy of Malaria", in Rature. 136 (1935) 743-745.
Xuangaon, C. H. "Republican China*# Achievoaent#", in Current History.
X X m i (1929), 210.
"Leagues* China Education Missicm", in Pacific Affairs. August, 1932, 723-726.
League of Rations. Information Section.
the League of Rations. Geneva, 1935.

Aims. Methods. and Activities of

League of Rations, Information Section.
Rations, Geneva, 1935 and 1938.

Essentdtl Facts About the Leamie of

A handbook published by the Information Section of tbs League Secretariat,
not an off!cal document. Contains over 300 pages of general information
about the League as a whole and its various sections. "5ie most concise
asd at the same time informative publication of the League; revised nine
times up to 1938.
League of Rations, Infoimatlon Section.
London, 1930.

Ten Years of World Coflperation.

General information about the League for ten years after its organisation.
Gives considerable material concerning the Health Organisation.
League of Rations.
Geneva, 1935#

Publication Department.

Catalog of Publications.

Contains classified list of all publications of the League of Rations
which are for sale, with prices in terms of English, American, and Swiss
money.
League of Rations Publication Department.
Ports. Geneva, 1930.

Completion of

Survey ^

Chinese

One of a series of pamphlets published by League of a report by League
Health Organization.
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111.
of Nations. Publloatloa Department. Lee^ue of lotions Pictorial
Stirrey. Geneva, 1929.
— ----- -----A oolleotion of pictures and descriptions of interesting features of the
League.
League of Nations.

Survey of Three Tears work. London, 1920*23.

Review of the early years of the League’s work.
"Leagues’ Technical Aid to China; Dr. Eajchman and T. T. Soong". In China
W. R., Lira (1933), 126-8,
----League Year Book. The. Ed. by Judith Jackson and Stephen King-Hall.
New York, 1933.
Contains infornation as to existing organization and working of League,
activities during 1932, members of its Committees, and a bibliography
and facts of Importance oonoerning the League.
Leprosy Commission. "The Principles of the Prophylaxis of Leprosy," In
First General of Leprosy Commission. Geneva, 1931.
Lias, Godfrey. " % e Human Side of the League," in Christian science Monitor
Magazine Section. June 23, 1937.
Malaria Commission, In Annual Report of the Health Organization for 1923.
(0. H. 442, 1926 - III - 10) Geneva, 1926,
HeCartnsy, C.A. "The Activities of the League", In The League Year Book.
Hew York, 1933.
Resume of outstanding activities of the League for two or three years
before 1933.
UeCoy, Dr, George. "International Standard of Biological Products by the
League of Nations," In American Journal of Public Health. ZEVI (1937),
1215.
Dr. McCoy was American member of the Biological Ckmnoisslon of League
Health Organization, In 1937.
Monthly Suimary of the League of Nations, publ by Tb» League of Nations.
17 volumes, Jan. 1921 to April, 1938.
7
See page A n this work.
Official Journal of the League of Ratio s. pub. by The League of Nations,
1921-1931.
The Official Journal appears monthly and contains the publication of the
Sdinutes of each department of the League and of all League reports
end other documents. Minutes of the Health Organization appear la this
publication up to Zi31, the Annual Reports of the Health Organization
are published In the Quarterly Bulletin of the Health Organization.
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It .
Organizers of the League of Nations. The League of Rations Starts. London.
1920.
-----------------Ormshy-Oore, Right Honorable. •Report of the Second Intennat1onel Conference
on Sleeping Biokness*, in Official Journal. (G.E. 743) Genera, 1928.
quartwly Health Bulletin. No. I (1932), 142-157.
This Is a regular publication of the Hoalth Organization, Is published
four times a year; contains extenslre docimentatlon collected by the
Organization hitherto scattered In many publications;
all reports of
Coamlssions of researches, study tours.
Rose, Dr. Wickliffe. "Epidemic Control In Europe, and the League", in
American Review of Rerlees. 1Z7I (1922), 77-80.
Dr. Rose was a Member of the Medical Adrlsozy Board of the Red Cross
War Council and for ten years general director of the International
Health Board.
Smallpox C(amission.
1928.

Report on Smallpox and Vaccination. (C.H. 739), Genera,

"Study of Nutrition," In Nature 136 (1935) 009.
Swain, R. S . "Science In International Affairs", In Institute of World
Affairs. Pros. 10 (1933), 225-226.
Sweetser, Arthur.

League of Nations at Work.

IlT. Sweetser was Assistant Director, Information Section League of
Nations Secretariat for the first three years.
Sweetser, Arthur.

What the League Has Accomplished.

Sze, S. A. "Reconstruction in China," In Annals of American Academy. CLXX7ZZ
(1935) 257-267.
Trans Pacific.

Tokyo, MSy 17, 1934.

Japanese Dal$y Newspaper.
Winslow, 0. K. Z. "The Health Organization of the League of Nations," excerpt
from Eygela, in An#rlcan ReTlew of Reviews, UKXIV (1926), 211,
Dr. Winslow was aetirely connected with the Health Organization prerlous
to his writing of this article.
Work of the Singapore Bureau, In Annual Report of the Heal#, Organization for
1925. (C.H. 442-1926. III-IO) 11.
Each year a report Is sent by the Health Organization to the Council.
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